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After a very successful inaugural Brand New Awards that celebrated
the best identity work from 2010 where we received 547 entries, selected
101 winners, and published a handsome 256-page book and a slick iPad
app with the winning selections, our goals for the sophomore effort
were to grow the breadth of entries and entrants, streamline the entry
process, and highlight once again the very best identity work from
around the world as recognized by some of the best designers and clients
in the industry.
The first two sets of goals were easily achieved: We improved the online
submission process so that all information and work could be uploaded
electronically. This accomplished two things: costly and resource-eating
shipments were not required and international entrants had one less
barrier to submit their work. The result was an increase to 598 entries
total and 8% more international entries, accounting for 42% of total
entries received, while the remaining 58% came from the United States.
Even though all the work was received as digital files everything was
printed for when our judges convened in Austin, TX, to select the winning
work. While it would now be easier than ever to conduct judging off-site

without incurring travel costs for our judges, we strongly believe that
judging work online is detrimental to finding the best work and honoring
the fees paid by entrants.
The third goal—finding the best identity work produced in 2011—proved
to be slightly harder this time around. Although there was an increase in
entries, there was an overall decrease in the delight they generated—not
just in our judges, but in us as well. The Logo category was especially weak
this year, most apparent by the lack of a Best of Category winner. “Considering the opportunities we have today for making identities more subtle
and fluid,” said judge Brett Wickens, “I was surprised by how narrow the
range of explorations seemed.” To which his client at Autodesk, Michiel
Schriever added, “The disappointment was mainly caused by the lack of
originality or strong conceptual thinking.” And Paula Scher, who has done
and seen plenty of identity work in the last thirty years, concluded that she
“Did not feel much of it was surprising or especially innovative.” Hard to
hear but would be irresponsible on our part not to report.
However, as this collection of winning work proves, it wasn’t a bleak year
in identity design. The selected entries showcase the best the industry
has to offer: work that tells a story, is expertly executed, and is appropriate for the client and relevant to its audience. This is especially evident
in the larger projects that make up the Comprehensive Identity Programs
category, where full-fledged thinking and implementation give visual
form to the voice of the dozens of clients whose work is represented here.
“Design for branding and identity,” summarizes judge Andrew Blauvelt,
“was strongest and most creative as an expression of a holistic and varied
program and much weaker when considered as a singular mark or logo
or even a smaller-scale program of applications. This approach fits the
winning formula of the last decade or so.”
These sentiments, along with our continued interest in celebrating and
honoring the best identity work around the world, as well as establishing the highest standards against which all other work is measured, will
keep driving us to improve the Brand New Awards each year. As we hatch a
strategy for next year and as you and others are busy creating outstanding
work in 2012, we hope you enjoy the highlights of 2011.
Congratulations to the winners and many thanks to all who entered.
Bryony Gomez-Palacio + Armin Vit
Prin cipa ls, Under Consider ation
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d es ig n ers & Cl i ents

Unlike most design awards that are judged solely by designers, the
Brand New Awards judging panel comprises five individuals: Three
designers and two clients, the latter invited by two of the designers.
This combination places emphasis on concept and execution but
with an increased level of scrutiny toward strategy and business.

Chief of C om m un i c at i on s an d Audi e n c e E n g ag e m e n t, Wal k e r A r t C e nt e r

Andrew Blauvelt
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Andrew oversees the departments of design, education, new media,
marketing and public relations. From 1998 – 2010, he served as Design
Director of the Walker, leading the organization’s progressive brand
identity. The Walker received the 2009 National Design Award for
Corporate and Institutional Achievement, the first non-profit organization
to be recognized in the category. A graduate of Cranbrook Academy
of Art, he has been a practicing designer for more than twenty years
and the recipient of more than 100 design awards. He writes and lectures
about design and culture for various publications including DesignObserver.com. Blauvelt is also
Curator of Architecture and Design at the Walker where he has organized several major touring
exhibitions on a variety of topics, including Graphic Design: Now in Production (2011) with the
Cooper-Hewitt National Design Museum.

Divisiona l V i c e P re s i de n t, H ardli n e s D e s i g n , S e ars H old i ngs C o r p o r at i o n

Ellen Tave Glassman

Since joining Sears Holdings Corporation in 2007, Ellen has led the Kenmore
brand transformation overseeing the redesign of more than 500 major
products, as well as being in charge of user interface experience, brand
identity and corporate logo, packaging, online and offline communications, and the next generation of Wi-Fi appliance interactivity. Also under
her purview is product design, brand identity, packaging, and connectivity
strategies for the Craftsman and DieHard brands. Her expertise in all design disciplines, technology, trend forecasting, and innovation strategy has
been focused on revitalizing these iconic American brands. Ellen has been featured in Fast Company’s
Masters of Design, the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, and other publications and has appeared on The Closing Bell as a subject matter expert on design, technology and marketing to women.
Ellen graduated from the Rhode Island School of Design.

Partn er , Pentagr a m Design

Paula Scher

Paula began her graphic design career as a record cover art director
at both Atlantic and CBS Records in the 1970s and in 1991 she joined
Pentagram as a partner. She has developed identity and branding systems,
promotional materials, environmental graphics, packaging and publication designs for a wide range of clients. Paula is a recipient of the Chrysler
Award for Innovation in Design and the AIGA Medal, she holds honorary
doctorates from the Corcoran College of Art and Design, the Maryland
Institute College of Art, the Moore College of Art and Design, and she is a
member of the Alliance Graphique Internationale and the Art Directors Club Hall of Fame. Her work
has been exhibited worldwide and is in the permanent collections of the Museum of Modern Art, the
Cooper-Hewitt National Design Museum, and the Centre Georges Pompidou, as well as many other
institutions. Her teaching career includes over two decades at the School of Visual Arts, along with
positions at the Cooper Union, Yale University and the Tyler School of Art. In 2002 Princeton Architectural Press published her career monograph Make It Bigger.

Creative Dir ector , Autodesk, In c .

Michiel Schriever

Michiel is Creative Director for Autodesk, where he manages an internal
team of writers, designers and 3D artists, and directs outside agencies
across the globe. He has developed the global brand identity for Autodesk
across all industries and products with work that spans from the pixels for
in-product graphic assets, to packaging, trade shows and corporate events,
videos, award winning web assets, and global advertising campaigns.
Previously, Michiel was Chief User Interface Design of Discreet Logic in
Montreal, Canada, responsible for the user interfaces and user workflows
for (Academy) award winning software products such as Flame, Inferno, and Smoke. His work on
the user interfaces earned him several patents. He has also consulted for design studios such as
Studio Dumbar and Anton Beeke in the early 1990s, ran his own design studio, and ws professor of
New Technologies and Design at the Royal Academy for Arts and Design in Den Bosch. Michiel is a
graduate of the Royal Academy for the Arts in Breda, Holland.

Partn er / Cr eative Dir ector , Am m un i t i on LLC

Brett Wickens

Brett worked with British designer Peter Saville as a partner in his London
studio during the 1980s and 90s. In 1998, he became the Global Creative
Director of Sapient before joining MetaDesign as VP Creative Director
in 2002. He has designed and directed identity and interaction projects
for clients that include Kenmore, Adobe, Four Seasons, McAfee, San
Francisco Ballet, SanDisk, Shangri-La Hotels, Sony, and Viacom and
has also designed the identities for HBO’s The Sopranos and Al Gore’s
Current TV. In addition to his identity work, Brett is the founding partner
of DreamSurface, an application design company that brings classic product and graphic design
integrity to mobile applications. He has been a guest speaker on NPR , editor of Eye magazine, teacher
at the California Institute of the Arts, and speaker at many symposia. His work is included in the
permanent collection of 20th Century Design at the V&A Museum, London.
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t h e ir favo rite pr ojects

Brett Wickens

IS Creative Studio by IS Creative Studio

Full project
on page 53

While not entirely novel, it did seem to capture
the spirit of the time quite well. It worked for me
on two levels: one, as a piece of social narrative
since communications today are somewhat of a
paradox—there are so many forms of high-speed
messaging, it seems like important messages can
get buried by the the noise. Second, by adopting
an “anti-identity,” IS (as a design studio) presents
itself as a clean slate, not about to impart some
pre-determined agenda on their clients’ work.
Of course, the “anti-identity” posture is very much
an identity. The airbrushing of the card edges was
a nice touch, giving a contemporary ring to the
austere presentation of redaction.

Michiel Schriever
Although a tough choice, the New Theatre stood
out for me. A very strong idea that reflects the
“New” by using two diagonally opposed “T”s.
The way that the diagonal “border” is applied
is very effective and only amplifies the idea.
It makes for a very effective, playful and beautiful
identity, that is very appropriate for a theatre.

Ba si c i d e nt i t y
a p p l i c at i o n

New Theatre by Interbrand, Sydney

c o m p r e h e nsi v e
i d e nt i t y p r o gr a m

Full project
on page 16

Andrew Blauvelt

Saint Bartholomew’s Church by
OCD | The Original Champions of Design

Full project
on page 13

This design was “blessed” with a beautifully
lettered stone inscription that was part of the
Church’s architecture. Translated into the digital
realm, the wordmark retains an authenticity and
dignity that befits the client yet, typographically,
it feels fresh and even hip. Using the circle as the
basis for its identity program, the St. Bart’s system
allows for both formal versions (indicated by
white lettering reversed out of black) and informal
messaging (black lettering in outlined circles).
As the designers note, the circle has a long history
in ecclesiastical and religious iconography. This
design solution found something simple and intrinsic to the client and wasn’t afraid to use it and
transform it into something beautiful and smart.

Ellen Glassman

Advanced Ice Cream Technologies
by Landor, San Francisco

This is an unusually innovative and effective street
campaign. What excited me about it was how
the city of Jerusalem became part of the medium.
Street campaigns are traditionally extensions of
an overall media plan that tends to be print- or
web-based and then is modified, usually in the
form of lightpole banners or bus shelter posters,
to exist outside. Here, the outdoor campaign
changes block by block utilizing construction
barricades and fences and every other possible
surface existing on the street. All streets have
different components. While I am not a fan of the
typography in the campaign, the visual imagery
is stunning, appropriate, and surprising.

c o m p r e h e nsi v e i d e nt i t y
p r o gr a m

Full project
on page 79

Whimsical, clever, elegant—an eclectic and memorable combination. These were the characteristics
that propelled the Bardot project as my personal
favorite submission. All aspects of the design
system were flawlessly executed, conveying the
joyful decadence of the ice cream-eating experience. The expressive red lip silhouettes inlaid
with patterns and paired with simple black and
white design elements are incredibly charming.
I wanted to devour the ice cream off the page.

Paula Scher

c o m p r e h e nsi v e i d e nt i t y
p r o gr a m

The Jerusalem Season of Culture (JSOC)
by Open

c o m p r e h e nsi v e
i d e nt i t y p r o gr a m

Full project
on page 98

r e v eren ce & irrever ence
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o b servatio n s

Submissions

Winners

Best of Show

The process of selecting 2011’s Best of Show was atypical. For starters,
there were not one but two projects awarded—neither of which had taken
top honors in its category. Saint Bartholomew’s Church hadn’t even made
it past the first round in the Basic Identity Application category but one
last survey of the work remaining on the tables, where it was included as
a Guideline Document, caught the judges’ attention and they decided to
“unpack” it as a Comprehensive Identity Program. New Theatre, a favorite
throughout the day, got more raves as its merits were discussed by the
12

judges, who could not decide between the two, very distinct projects.
Spurred by their contrast— St. Bart’s was all about reverence while New
Theatre about irreverence—it was agreed that both deserved the honor.

j u dg es ’ co m m ents
o n best o f SHOW

Sa int Ba r t h olom e w’ s C h urc h

N e w T h e at r e

This identity effectively communicated the
spirituality of the subject matter while presenting
a flexible, modular system. Typographic inventiveness and contrast of modern layouts with
medieval-inspired letterforms marked this as a
standout of the competition. — E lle n G las s m an

This branding exemplified a “dramatic” execution
of typography and layout. The letterforms became
the entertainment of the identity system, acting
and dancing across the surfaces.— E l l e n G l a ssm a n

This is a contemporary take on Gothic, complete
with stunning neo-gothic typography, gorgeous
religious icon stamps all in glorious black and
white, and with the most extensive kit of parts of
any identity program. It’s so well done it almost
makes me want to pray. — PAULA SCHER
The depth at which this identity has been explored
is astounding. Even though the initial design did
not appeal as much to me, the application and
body of work makes this a deserved co-Best of
Show. — M i c h i e l Sc h ri e v e r
Simply put, a beautiful and cohesive system built
on the traditions of the church’s history and graphic
language, and formally expressed in a respectful
way. — BRETT WICKENS

This is a spare, elegant, perfectly realized identity.
All details are beautifully handled and the result
is a strong contemporary image for a modern
theater. — PAULA SCHER
I didn’t see the “N” at first, but that’s okay as
it still works as a wonderful, bold wordmark
and the upside-down “T” is a nice touch for
a self-proclaimed “non-conformist” group.
— a nd r e w b l au v e lt

I respect identities that have the quality of
being “peripherally iconic.” The combination of
typography, imagery, language, design elements,
and layouts convey a real spirit that you can
just sense, even if you’re just walking by it. The
“NT” device is a flexible and memorable graphic
anchor. — BRETT WICKENS

Saint Bartholomew’s Church by OCD | The Original Champions of Design
An Episcopal Church—affectionately known
as St. Bart’s—located on Park Avenue and
51st Street in New York, NY. The Romanesque
structure is unique among its peers.
We worked with church leadership to
clearly articulate St. Bart’s spirit. The outcome
was “Everybody Needs a Place.” St. Bart’s
warmly welcomes all people to participate
freely and without judgement.

BRIEF

We seized on the idea of tradition with counterpoint. It’s about being beautiful but robust
and always accessible. The identity system had
to speak clearly in a minimum of three voices:
historic, religious, and public. The Romanesque
architecture, a style characterized by circles and
arches, offered up nearly inexhaustible design
inspiration. The church interior is made up of an
eclectic mix of mosaics, stonework, and stained
glass windows that are stylistically disparate
but relentlessly unified by the circle. They are
everywhere, impossible to fully catalogue.

PROFESSIONAL

Comprehensive
RANK

D e si gne r s

David Balsamello
Jennifer Kinon
Bobby C. Martin Jr.
T y p o gr a p h e r

Jesse Ragan

OCD amazed us with their approach to St. Bart’s identity challenge. Their multiple tours of the church
itself and their penetrating interviews with clergy inspired a design concept that uniquely reflects both
the rich heritage of St. Bart’s and its smart contemporary outlook. OCD’s solution included the creation of
St. Bart’s own typeface, a stunning array of icons inspired by features OCD found in the church itself, and
hip new expressions like the “St.B” logo applied to tote bags and other branded merchandise. Speaking
for St. Bart’s clergy and parishioners, we couldn’t be more thrilled. — K e i t h R e i nh a r d, S p o nso r a nd P r oj e c t
Directo r of St. Ba r tholomew ’s C h urc h

m o r e o n page 8 2
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New Theatre

by Interbrand, Sydney

One of Sydney’s oldest theatres, New Theatre is
a small, but passionate company. A people’s theatre in the truest sense. This year New Theatre
celebrates 80 years of being at the forefront of
independent and experimental theatre.

At the centre of the bold and unexpected new
identity is the form of an “NT ” device. The
logo combines the three initial letters of The
New Theatre into one simple mark. The unique
mirrored structure allows applications and messaging to twist and turn, and the device is used
to communicate the theatre’s aims for constant
reinvention and alternative viewpoints. It allows
New Theatre to sit proudly at the centre of their
productions, literally stamping their mark on
their shows and collateral, truly claiming them
as their own.

New Theatre is one of Sydney’s proudest and most independent theatres, but their
brand lacked clarity and cut-through. We were
tasked with breathing new life into this tired
theatre brand. Their ethos has always been about
celebrating alternative theatre. They offer unique
perspectives and unexpected twists, engaging
experiences, and help to grow the careers of
those involved. They already had a rich history,
culture and purpose; we needed to help them
express it all.

BRIEF

In 2012, New Theatre celebrates its 80th Anniversary and Interbrand Sydney has been integral in reenergizing the company. The brand will not only change the way audiences view New Theatre, but allow
the company to re-think how it views itself. They have created a fresh, powerful, and uniting identity for the
theatre that captures the core of what New Theatre always has and always will be about, whilst ensuring
that the company stands out within the ever-changing landscape of Sydney’s arts scene. Interbrand has
succeeded in putting the ‘new’ back into New Theatre. — Luke R og e rs , T h e at r e M a nage r o f T h e N e w T h e at r e
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Eric Ng
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St r at e gi sts
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Michelle Traylor
Writers

Lex Courts
Chris Lamont
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Most selections: Manasteriotti∞Maric

Like last year, Logos was the most popular category, accounting for
46% of total entries received. Unfortunately it was also the most disappointing, made evident by the lowest acceptance rate of all categories
and the lack of a Best of Category winner. Judges were comforted by
22

the winning selections’ overall proper execution but in terms of conceptual relevance or a logo’s ability to tell a story there wasn’t much to laud.
Top-ranked winners like Project6Million and Dilly Dally received the
judges’ compliments for their smart thinking and clever execution but
it was the hairy texture of Grizli that received the biggest compliment
of all: a collective laugh-out-loud. There was much discussion about the
relevance of this category and whether logos could or should be judged
on their own instead of in at least one application, be it a business card
or a website. After this year’s entries we might be inclined to revise the
category but feel sad about the potential death of the craft of making
unique, memorable logos that can stand on their own.

j u dg es ’ co m m ents
o n best o f cate gory

No Best of Category was awarded.

Project6Million

by Jesse Reed

An ever-expanding global and viral movement
of Holocaust awareness and activism against
intolerance, culminating in a central web presence
and at least six million written personal statements of commitment to take action in honor
of the six million victims of The Holocaust.

Holocaust-related issues are relatively difficult
to communicate in a positive way. I thought if we
left the logotype semi-neutral, there was a way
to give the slightest hint of where this number
comes from. The number six million may be
familiar to some people in its association with
the Holocaust, but adding the star of David was
a way to confirm this reflection.

Create a mark that has impact, clarity, and
contemporary attributes. Project6Million had
a lot of information that they wanted to convey,
but I thought it would be better to let the content
speak for itself and allow the logotype to act as
an anchor for the brand.

BRIEF

Working with Jesse on Project6Million has been inspiring. With a keen talent for listening carefully to what
we’re trying to do and attempting to articulate, he brings clarity through his design solutions. At every stage
of the process, Jesse translated our ideas into beautiful, striking concepts which communicate the essence
of our project, identity, and mission while pushing the boundaries of a delicate topic. In this collaborative
project with some thorny disagreements about messaging, Jesse challenged our thinking, pushed norms,
and brought disparate opinions to agreement with his work. As Project6Million launches, its visual identity
is moving people to action—thanks to Jesse Reed’s awesome talent and work! — S a r a h S i nge r -N o u r i e ,
Co - Fo u n der of Pr oject6Million
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Jesse Reed
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Acco u n t Services

Roger Nairn
C r e ative Director

Rob Schlyecher
D es ig n ers

James Filbry
Shon Tanner
I llustrato r

Shon Tanner
m o re on page 64

Dilly Dally

by Spring Advertising

A children’s toy store that encourages hands-on
play with creative, hand-made, sustainable, and
tangible toys outside the realm of video games
and computer technology.

We came up with the proposition, “Inspiring
Play” to communicate the high level of creativity
and imagination that comes when a child enters
the Dilly Dally store. The logo itself “inspires
play” by creating various animals (bunny, teddy
bear, whale) within the clouds, just as children
often do.

Produce a brand that would appeal to
parents and children alike and differentiate
Dilly Dally from generic toy retailers. Promote
handmade, sustainable toys that fall outside the
mainstream offerings on the market.

BRIEF

It was a great success for Dilly Dally to work with Spring Advertising. The Spring team really helped us
refine our identity and present our brand in an original and playful way. The design process was very
thorough and really helped us solidify who we are as a business. Our goals were definitely met and we have
an identity that we are very proud of. Hooray! — T yle r Q ua nt z, O w ne r o f D i l ly Da l ly

Memphis Children’s Clinic

by Fox Design Co.

One of Memphis’ oldest and largest Pediatric
Medical Groups. Comprised of over 30 doctors at
six locations, they serve both state and privateinsured families.

Client meetings at several different MCC offices
gave me valuable insight into their demographic.
For instance, the interior of the Whitehaven
office, serving primarily low-income families,
is cinder-block-walled, industrial feeling, and
painted in primary colors. By contrast, the
Germantown office, serving primarily upper
middle income families, is located in a state of
the art hospital, professionally interior-decorated,
and suburban homey. The solution is an identity
that is colorful, fun for children, and contains
a mix-and-match identifier function—allowing
any combination of typographic train cars to
hook up to the primary logo.

The Doctors of the MCC wanted a fresh
identity that equally served two very different
demographics: upper middle class, suburban
families, and low-income, urban-dwelling
families. The identity had to be flexible enough
to show distinct lock-ups displaying any number
of their six regional offices.

BRIEF

Carl helped us define our objectives before leading us through a process of creative innovation and
exploration. He brought new ideas to us and gave new life to our own concepts. After working through
several stages of re-evaluation, we selected a logo concept that could capture our target audience and
excite our own employees. At this point, Carl refined our final logo and began helping us implement it
into our company. — Jacob A. Varg o, MD P h ys i c i an an d M arke t i n g D i re c tor of M e m p h i s C h i l d r e n’ s C l i ni c , LLC
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C r e at i v e D i r e c to r ,
D e si gne r

Carl Fox
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La Vittoria

by lg2boutique

A prestigious, gourmet gala event that each year
raises money for a charity—2011 supported the
Marie-Vincent Foundation.

The logo of the 2011 La Vittoria benefit supper
showcased the contrasting styles of the cities of
the two invited chefs. The black-stroke typeface
and geometric shapes, as well as the color yellow
are a salute to the urban style of the Big Apple.
The antique rose combined with intertwined
serif typefaces transport us immediately to the
romantic City of Light.

RANK

Create the 2011 graphic platform of the prestigious La Vittoria benefit gala: a dream evening
of gastronomy to raise funds for the Marie-Vincent
Foundation. Draw inspiration from the cities of the
evening’s invited chefs: New York (Daniel Boulud)
and Paris (Christophe Michalak).

BRIEF
A r tistic an d Design
D i r ecto rs

Serge Cote
Maryse Verreault
C l i en t Services

C o pywriter

Two years ago, I crossed paths with lg2boutique, and La Vittoria has never been the same. It was like
going from a small sewing shop to an established fashion designer. When preparing for a big event—like a
fashion show—they look after every detail. They adorn La Vittoria like no one has ever done before. Thanks
to them, I can organize the event with peace of mind, knowing their preparation will be spot on. — J o h a nne

Pierre Lussier

Demer s, foun de r of L a V i t tori a

Marie-Claude Lacasse
Marieve Lebrun

C r e ative Director

Claude Auchu
D es ig n er

Karine Allie
P r in ter

Louis Dorval
m o re on page 86

Kandy Confectionery

by Manic Design Pte Ltd

A Singapore-based chocolate manufacturer that
typically manufactures and packages chocolates
and other confections for other brands. With
Minette, they are looking to launch their own
brand of chocolates.

The logo and wordmark had to be versatile
enough to work on different product lines and
price points. The wordmark was designed so
that it can come across playful or sophisticated
depending on the context or packaging. We
avoided being “luxurious” in the traditional
sense of the word—the staid, ornate, or overly
formal. The logo, a hot-air balloon, adds a touch
of whimsy. It is also a symbol of freedom: being
carefree, autonomous, able to act on a whim—
the ultimate luxury for most.

Develop a brand that was whimsical yet
luxurious to target the “fun-loving, whitecollared demographic who appreciate the finer
things in life.” The brand needs to work across
various price points and have flexibility so that
it works as an impulse buy as well as a chocolate
gift box designed to impress.

BRIEF
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Adeline Chong
C r e at i v e D i r e c to r

Karen Huang
D e si gne r

Lim Yiling

Achieving the right look for a new brand in a very competitive market is no easy task. We brainstormed
together and decided that we wanted a brand that was whimsical yet luxurious, fresh yet not loud.
The logo is simple enough to go well with all future plans, making it a very versatile and timeless logo.
We were aware that the name “Minette” may have some slight sexual connotations in some countries,
but isn’t that perfect? After all, chocolate is sexy! It also gives the brand a hint of “naughtiness” that
I think is in line with the brand concept and what I had in mind. We are very happy with the outcome.
— Rayn ne Ong, CEO of Ka ndy Conf e c t i on e ry

m o r e o n page 1 4 7

Megabite Charter

by Manasteriotti∞Maric

Logo

A new Croatian fishing charter that offers big
game fishing tours.

RANK

BRIEF

The letter M reminded us of a fish’s bite, and by
extending the letter we could draw the fish in
one simple step. It was important to us to make
a simple, memorable solution, which will really
stand out in the labyrinth of charters at the
harbor. The logo is always used vertically so that
the letter M is visible and emphasized as much
as possible.
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A r t Directo rs ,
D es ig n ers

Igor Manasteriotti
Mia Maric

Megabite wanted a professional identity
that would make them stand out from the usual
complicated, over-illustrated style of fishing
charter logos.

It was important for us to stand out among the numerous other charter services in Croatia. Our approach
to the fishing charter business was to make it as professional and modern as possible to separate ourselves
from other charters that mostly stagnate in their offer and quality. Our new logo tells this story really well.
It is very simple, very memorable, easy to apply on any material we need, and cost-efficient due to its single
color. Both we and our customers love it! — Bori s Kosov e c , O w ne r o f M e ga b i t e C h a r t e r

Loop 8

by TANK

A small Melbourne-based architectural firm
with a unique philosophy for creating living
architecture through their consultative, two-way
process with clients who range from private
residences to educational institutions.

With no budget for marketing activity beyond a
website and stationery, our strategy was to create
a fluid logo showcasing Loop 8’s work at every
opportunity and remain fresh in every application.
The figure 8 became a symbol to communicate
Loop 8’s collaborative methodology. It was the
foundation for a living, organic logo—one that
could evolve through adding seasonal colors
and new project imagery—surprising the viewer
each time they saw it.

Develop an identity that captures Loop 8’s
collaborative approach to creating uniquely livable spaces with their clients.

BRIEF

We were impressed with the branding methodology of making the visual identity speak louder than words,
bringing our core business to life visually. — G le n n I r wi n , P ri n c i pal A rc h i t e c t o f Lo o p 8
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Jim Antonopoulos
S e ni o r D e si gne r

Chris Butcher
F i ni sh e d A r t i st

Adam Gent
P r oj e c t M a nage r s

Michelle Jeavons
Vanessa McMahon
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Konstantinos Tsaas
C r e ative Director

Irene Adler
E d ito r

Alex Neck
I llustrato r

Laura Molinari

Industrial Tomato Inc.

by Azienda Milanese

A new Athens, Greece-based publishing
house mainly focused in contemporary artist’s
catalogues and graphic design publications.
People working in media services and the art
business are their main target group.

We stayed clear and simple by visualizing the
already memorable Industrial Tomato brand to
its visual core. A square tomato with two little
green leafs was the answer. Distinctive, happy,
fresh, juvenile, and well designed, we feel that
its ironic approach gives both a pop lightness,
and a market heaviness reflecting the client and
the spirit of the client’s audience.

Industrial Tomato Inc. needed both a main
book insignia for all of their publications and a
“regular” logo for the company. They asked for
something happy, colorful, contemporary, and
memorable to go with the post modern culture
of the company.

BRIEF

Industrial Tomato Inc is very proud to have the square tomato logo on our books. It represents exactly the
spirit and the culture of us and of our readers. We enjoy it each and every day. — M r s. N i k i G . Pav lo u, S a l e s
a nd Ma r ke t i n g D i re c tor of I n dust ri al Tom ato I n c .

SPACES

by TOKY Branding + Design

The first non-profit, public benefit organization
created with a national focus on art environments and self-taught artistic activity. SPACES’
(Saving and Preserving Art and Cultural
Environments) mission is to identify large-scale
art environments and publicly accessible selftaught artistic activities and document these
artworks through a wide range of visual and
audio records.

The logo shape encapsulates the artists’ environments that SPACES preserves. The photograph
changes for multiple locations and installations
creating a wide range of environment logos.

Create an identity system to represent a
multitude of locations and art subjects without
being specific to any one installation. SPACES
needed a system that was flexible and worked
with existing photography.

BRIEF

TOKY was already engaged in the development of our website, so we asked them to design a new brand
mark for our multi-faceted mission. Because art environments are built for a myriad of reasons, we needed
a logo that would be reflective of the cultural diversity behind these creations. TOKY created a logo whose
interiors are always changing—a perfect solution for a complex problem. — J o h n Fost e r , Boa r d o f T r u st e e s
o f SPACES
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Eric Thoelke
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Travis Brown

Before
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br a n d d irecto r

Sandro Giorgi

Estrategia

by Latinbrand

A multinational consultancy with offices in the
United States, Australia, Mexico, Chile, and
Ecuador, Estrategia specializes in the improvement
of processes so that companies or institutions
can achieve better results. Its clients include
national governments and big companies.

Estrategia was working with bigger and bigger
clients, which also meant they were playing
with bigger and bigger competitors. They were
sure of their products and results but not of the
sometimes disordered and unclear image they
were projecting. After several meetings, the
conclusion was that Estrategia was a simple,
practical, and fast brand company. That was
the way they helped their clients to achieve
better results: by showing them simpler, more
practical, and faster processes. With those three
axes in mind, we eliminated the “e-”, which was
confusing and made it difficult to read. Finally,
we kept the idea of the knight (chess) and made
it simpler by using only two lines.

Design a better image that reflects Estrategia’s “wow” culture. Estrategia always goes the
extra mile so that their clients always say wow.
Estrategia didn’t have any problems with its
organizational philosophy—the “wow” culture
guided them very clearly—we just had to find the
essence of the brand.

b r ief
cr e ative director

Silvio Giorgi
st rategy d irector

Cesar Castro

Our experience with Latinbrand was both enlightening and fulfilling as it helped our management team
examine our true identity and our vision for the future. Along the way, we found ourselves dealing with a
kind of “schizophrenic” personality where we tried to present our company to the world as big and traditional, but realized the real value we deliver is agility, speed, and flexibility. The process was very efficient
and effective in bringing our entire executive team to agreement at each step along the way. We are very
grateful to Latinbrand for their expertise and patience working with us. — c y nt h i a a . sa nd ova l , p r e si d e nt
of estr at e g i a

Nautilus

by Chris Trivizas Design

A cozy upscale tavern located by the sea in the
bay of Garitsa, in the town of Kerkyra, Greece.

Nautilus Tavern has a privileged location by the
sea. To capitalize on its distinctive sea aura, a
sea motif was chosen. In this logo, however, the
anchor carries multiple connotations. It is a
characteristic nautical symbol, but furthermore
associated with stability because Nautilus aims
to become a regular’s haunt. The anchor shank,
by taking the form of a three-tine fork—such as
the ones used for tidbits—indicates what’s on
the menu (Greek meze). The symmetrical design
suggests consistency and trustworthiness.

Come up with a unique and memorable
logo that highlights the distinct characteristics
and advantages of Nautilus: location, type of
food, and ambiance.

brief

We thought that Chris Trivizas’ proposal was outstanding from the start. This, of course, created a lot of
excitement and anticipation. The end result managed to supersede our considerably high expectations. Our
logo is elegant, distinct, and memorable while it cleverly but clearly conveys what Nautilus is about: Greek
style tapas (meze) by the sea. It was instantly liked by our customers; their feedback and comments were
extremely flattering. — chr is man e s i s an d tas sos m an e s i s , own e rs of n aut i lus tav e r n
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C r e ative Director

Steff Geissbuhler

Low Income Investment Fund by C&G Partners
A steward for capital invested in communitybuilding initiatives, serving the poorest of the
poor and dedicated to creating pathways of
opportunity for low income people and communities, LIIF provides a bridge between private
capital markets and low income neighborhoods.
Among Community Development Financial
Institutions, LIIF is exemplary for their innovation, vision, leadership, and results. The goal
was to design a new brand identity—on par with
their achievements—that showcases the crucial
connections between their programs, products,
and projects.

To convey impact plus stability, the letterforms
mimic a bar chart in an upward progression
from light yellow-green to dark blue. The dots
and connecting crossbars reinforce the support
for individuals and families as well as LIIF ’s
ability to bridge capital markets with lowincome communities.

BRIEF
D es ig n er

Hyun Auh

LIIF engaged C&G to rebrand our organization after a period of rapid expansion of new programs and
services. We knew our core audiences viewed us as a leader and innovator in our sector but our brand did
not reflect those attributes. Our goal was to have a logo that reflected the strength of our organization, our
forward-looking vision, and our mission to serve low-income families. That is exactly what we got with our
new brand. A year after we launched our new brand, and having used it in a variety of contexts, we are just
as thrilled with it. — S am an t h a H ojo, M arke t i n g & C om mu ni c at i o ns M a nage r o f Lo w I nc o m e I nv e st m e nt F u nd

Before

Kansas City Convention
& Visitors Association
A non-profit organization that markets the Greater Kansas City, MO, area as a favored destination
for visitors and conventions, KCCVA is committed
to promoting and elevating Kansas City’s status
as a prime spot for conventions, meetings, tour
groups, and business and leisure travel.
Create an exciting new brand positioning
and visual identity reflecting Kansas City’s cultural explosion and the vibrant tourist destination
it has become.

BRIEF

by Willoughby Design, Inc.
To draw out the qualities that make Kansas City,
MO, truly unique, Willoughby led the KCCVA
team and stakeholders through a series of
brand vision exercises. The goal: define how
Kansas City could put a stake in the ground as
a tourist destination—a marriage of new energy
and ingrained values. In short, Kansas City is
a destination where energetic, cosmopolitan
culture is anchored in fun, friendly, Midwestern hospitality. The “spark” visual identity is a
reflection of Kansas City—a vibrant place with
a world class arts and entertainment scene. The
brand voice remains grounded in welcoming,
midwestern values.

Willoughby Design excels at branding, but we were amazed at the journey they guided us through and
their multifaceted skills: design, copywriting, concept testing, experiential design, and place-making.
Through the process of research/discovery, brand audit, competitive analysis, stakeholder interviews, brand
positioning, concepting, testing, refinement, and application across all customer touch-points Willoughby
created Kansas City’s logo identity on a solid brand positioning foundation. Once we had the foundation,
it made choosing the right logo direction an easier decision. We received a beautiful system of fonts, colors,
textures, icons, and logos that now accurately reflect Kansas City’s arts and entertainment renaissance.
— Do u g McCla in, Dir ector of Marke t i n g of KCCVA
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Jessica Simecka
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Ann Willoughby
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Kevin Garrison
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Zack Shubkagel
P r i nc i pa l , B r a nd
St r at e gy a nd Vo i c e

Megan Stephens
S e ni o r D e si gn D i r e c to r

Nicole Satterwhite
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Aquatic Exhibits International by Ball & Socket
A high-end custom aquarium design firm
specializing in large-scale installations, with
clients that include hotels, corporate offices, and
private residences. The company is bi-coastal,
with its headquarters in Long Island, NY.
Create a mark that is stylistically unique to
the industry, thus differentiating AEI from their
competitors. Their only request was that the logo
include an image of a fish. They felt that making
this association with the brand was necessary as
a way of explaining the services they provide.

BRIEF

While researching coral reefs and schools of
fish, we were most struck by the coexistence
of the various species within a confined space—
much like the installations the client produces.
It became clear that the logo should feature
the presence of multiple fish. We created two
symmetrical fish in the positive space, leaving
the negative space to shape the third fish. In
the end, the design captured the feeling of an
aquarium: the more you look, the more you find.

Ball & Socket were quick and professional with the branding and design. There was great communication
throughout the process, and the result is above and beyond what we could have expected when we first
approached them. Their design sets us far apart from our competition while still making it clear what our
company does. The feedback we have been getting since the logo went live on our website is nothing short
of awesome! — J are d G olde n b e rg , H e ad of M arke t i n g of aq uat i c e x h i b i ts i nt e r nat i o na l

Grizli
Communications Agency
A new Croatian marketing/PR agency run by
three big, hairy, experienced communication
specialists. After working in big agencies, they
decided to start their own company utilizing
their skills in more alternative ways (i.e., guerrilla, Internet, etc.).
Design a strong, dynamic, original mark
that separates Grizli from the usual serious,
corporate logos of other agencies.

BRIEF

by Manasteriotti∞Maric
We focused on their name, Grizli, which is the
Croatian spelling for “grizzly bear.” The name
was perfect: the owners also visually reminded
us of bears, and they were hungry for success.
Since there are tons of logos featuring bears,
and we didn’t want the logo to look like a sports
team, we decided to focus on the bear metaphor:
a bear is large (heavy font), hairy, and brown.
Brown color was also chosen because they could
could own it—no other marketing firm in Croatia
uses it.

Our first ideas about our logo and visual identity were that we wanted to be original, distinctive, and
memorable, just like the name. Basically, we wanted to stick out from other PR and advertising agencies
that kind of have this fancy, soft, mellow, and girlish touch. Our name symbolizes our strength and vitality
but it also tells a lot about the three founders of the agency with the average height of about 6 feet 3 inches.
The only thing we didn’t want was the logo to be aggressive. Hairy typography was a perfect solution and
we loved it from the first moment we saw it. — T h om as Baue r, D i re c tor of G ri z l i C o m m u ni c at i o ns Age nc y
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Igor Manasteriotti
Mia Maric
T y p o gr a p h e r

Matt Ritchie
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Munaypan

by Infinito

A program that brings together institutions
and companies committed to the development
of baking and patisserie in Peru. It is aimed at
the general public. Munaypan means “ We want
bread” in Quechua, a native language spoken in
the highlands of Peru.

Our simple and direct solution is a literal representation of the name, Munaypan, in the shape
of a heart, which is also that of a typical type of
Peruvian bread.

Create a warm, cozy logo that invites one
to consume and seek out Peruvian bread in all
its varieties.

BRIEF
D es ig n er

Franco Zegovia
D es ig n Director

Alfredo Burga

Peruvian cuisine is causing quite a stir around the world, but the vast wealth and array of offerings of our
breads are still not well-recognized, even within Peru. Our mission is to promote bread making in Peru.
From the start, thanks to advice provided by Infinito, we understood the importance of doing this with a
name and visual identity that expressed warmth and closeness, making us accessible to the general public.
The results have been very satisfactory, our new identity is recognized and has helped us achieve our goals.
— Ale ja ndro Daly, C h ai rm an of M un ayPan
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MONOGRAM

LOGO

LOGO, PRIMARY

MONOGRAM

Congress Hall

LOGO, SECONDARYLOGO, PRIMARY
MONOGRAM

An oceanfront resort in Cape May, NJ, that dates
back to the mid-nineteenth century. Having once
played host to the Gilded Age’s most prominent
statesmen and socialites, the hotel is now a
popular travel destination.
Because Congress Hall’s earlier identity
failed to communicate its place in American history, our objective was to re-imagine the hotel’s
origins in a fresh and forward-looking manner.
In addition, we were asked to include stars,
stripes, flags, and other visual Americana in our
design. The challenge lay in incorporating these
elements subtly while still creating a logo that
reflects the hotel’s charm and hospitality.

BRIEF

LOGO, SE

MONOGRAM

LOGO

MONOGRAM

LOGO, PRIMARY

LOGO, PRIMARY

LOGO, SECONDARY

by Mucca Design

We created a crest that expresses Congress
Hall’s commitment to hospitality while subtly
reinforcing its American upbringing with star
and twine details. Within the crest is a monogram, which can be easily employed across
a broad range of applications that require a
simpler logo.

We wanted to create a new logo that was thoughtful and more meaningful to the history of the hotel, which
was established in 1816. Mucca Design brought a fresh new perspective to the project while leveraging
our history, stories, and core values. They used this background to create a beautiful new logo that truly
represents Congress Hall as an iconic, historic brand. We are very excited to begin using the new logo in
marketing as well as on our branded merchandise, which is sold through our Tommy’s Folly gift shops.
— Co l l ee n Buckley, Vice Pr eside n t of M arke t i n g of C ape R e sorts G roup
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Matteo Bologna
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Melissa Chang

Totaloil

by Plenum Brand
Consultancy

Logo

An oil company that plans to develop on an
international scale.

RANK

BRIEF

The Russian oil and petrochemical market is
perhaps one of the least open and transparent
of markets. The young, ambitious company
Totaloil, an independent fuel trader, was one
of the first companies to recognize the need
to become more public in its operations. The
visuals were based on a landscape image
as well as associations with high-tech deposit
development, the logistics of oil products, and
financial graphics.
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Egor Myznik
D es ig n er

Olga Balina

Develop a brave, up-to-date and dynamic
graphic solution that underlines Totaloil’s individual style and modern image as well as adapts
for foreign partners.

There are practically no companies in the Russian oil trading market with a recognizable, distinctive visual
identity—the market is quite closed and lacks transparency. Our company is following a different strategy,
and the Plenum Brand Consultancy team developed a brave and clear identity that reflects the values and
principles of our company. — A rt e m E rm ole n ko, G e n e ra l D i r e c to r o f Tota lo i l , LLC

MSU Developmental
Stuttering Project

by Patten ID

An on-going, life-long study of stuttering
subjects. Soo Eun Chang, Ph.D. is researching
neural pathways and how they affect fluency for
those that stutter. This is a study taking place
at Michigan State University Department of
Communicative Sciences and Disorders.

After researching the client’s study it was clear
that a connection had to be made between the
brain and the fluency of speaking. The concept
is a rather complex one and needed to be broken
down to a simple icon. The talk bubble helped tie
the working brain together to nail the concept.

MSU Developmental Stuttering Project
needed a bold, but friendly professional icon
that would help attract participants for the
on-going study. They decided early on that a
professional designer was needed to help convey
the concept of the relationship between the brain
and stuttering.
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Bob Patten

BRIEF

Our multi-year research project sought a logo for use in recruitment, promotion, and communication
efforts. The meetings prior to the initiation of design helped us appreciate the value and potential the final
work held. We were engaged in the process: gently pressed to share who we were, what colors spoke to us,
and what would resonate not only with us, but with our intended audience. When presented with design,
our expectations were exceeded. We were proud and pleased. This logo speaks so eloquently to who we
are and what we do. — Soo Eun C h an g , P h . D. , CCC - SLP P ri n c i pal I n v e st i g ator an d K r i st i n H i c k s, M . A . , CCC -SLP
Res earc h Coor dinator at MSU De v e lopm e n tal St ut t e ri n g P roje c t

C o py w r i t e r , C r e at i v e
Pa r t ne r

Mary Katherine
Quasarano
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Jessica Hawkins

ClearView Church

by BlueJay Creative

An outreach ministry of ClearView Church in
Shreveport, LA , that partners with four local
laundromats to wash and dry the laundry of any
patron on the second Tuesday of each month.
For those living below the poverty line, washing
clothes presents both a logistical problem and a
financial hardship.

An open-source, national movement that began
in Portland, OR , localized Laundry Love efforts
have spawned numerous logos. Most focus on
the laundry basket and/or heart, but none (that
I found) explored the machines themselves. That
direction, and a firm commitment to simplicity,
resulted in the final logo. Success is told in
numbers. In its first month (June 2011) 30 loads
of laundry were done at a single location. In
March 2012, 330 loads ($1,000 worth) were
done at a total of four locations. Furthermore,
other Laundry Love efforts (some as far away as
Maine) have requested use of this logo.

Create an iconic mark that, by placing it
in the window, would quickly communicate
that a particular laundromat is a Laundry Love
location. The mark also had to be stylistically
consistent with the ClearView Church brand—
which focuses on simplicity and clarity, while
standing on its own. The point of the ministry is
to serve others, not promote the church.

BRIEF

The design is disarmingly simple. I am amazed at how concisely it communicates both the idea and the
heart behind it. The ultimate success of the logo is that it helps us help even more people. When someone
enters a laundromat and sees the Laundry Love logo, it begins breaking down barriers, removing any
intimidation, suspicion, or embarrassment. It communicates that the only reason we’re at the laundromat
is to show love in a real, tangible way. In a matter of seconds, you can see them grasp that concept and,
often, be greatly moved by it. — V i c P h are s , M i n i st ry L e a d e r at L au nd ry Lov e

RTP

by Santa Fé Associates

Portugal’s national television station, RTP (Rádio
e Televisão de Portugal) is available all over the
country and offers a large variety of programs
for all ages and interests.

With the ability to be used in several applications
and convey the variety of ideas, the Academia
RTP identity exemplifies creative freedom
through a flexible combination of photos, graffiti,
and color.

Wanting to renew itself and invest in new
talents, RTP built a training program intended
to encourage creativity and innovation. Santa Fé
Associates was invited to create a logo for Academia RTP that appeals to creative youngsters.

BRIEF

Seen by many as a risky idea, Academia RTP is already in its second edition, which definitely proves the
success of a project that opens the door to a new generation of communication talents. The fact that the
logo developed for Academia RTP is so flexible was important right from the beginning of the project, since
it was able to convey the message of innovation and creative freedom we so much wanted for this training
program. — Ma r ina Ra mos, Ma r ke t i n g an d C om m un i c at i on D i re c tor of RTP
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This is one of our favorite categories, where logos and identity elements
come alive, literally, to enthrall the viewer. But, just like the previous
year, the judges had a hard time defining what made each project
worthy of inclusion: was it the slick animations? Was it the arrangement
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of a montage? In the end, they all agreed that it had to be the idea and
the core visual assets that should be commended. Wolff Olins’ logo
concept for Current TV—a flag in perpetual motion—was not just a
flawless and hypnotic animation but a great piece of typography on its
own. Its successful deployment on television was further accentuated
by the journalistic tone of the channel’s imagery and footage and a
no-frills palette of colors, typefaces, and on-screen layouts.

j u dg es ’ co m m ents
o n best o f cate gory

The Current TV “flag” animation works surprisingly well. The simple, bold, typography is perfectly
in-tune with the powerful imagery of the network’s
content. — an dre w b lauv e lt
Current TV’s flag animation is moving and
powerful. The restraint used by the design team
reinforced the credibility of the TV station’s
broadcast content. — E lle n G las s m an
The Current on-air identity is terrific, important,
and right for the brand. The animations serve
the campaign perfectly, but I think the project
is really just identity-design-that-moves,
and as pure animations they are not especially
interesting. — PAULA SCHER

The combination of the audio and the video clips
that were used, and the strong message and
opinion behind it, were enhanced by the use of
the flag-based Current logo. Really well done,
without the use of current, prevalent “broadcast
graphics” with swirling type, colors and 3D.
— M i c h i e l Sc h r i e v e r

The waving flag is the perfect metaphor for the
channel’s mission of democratizing “citizen journalism.” The flag animations make everything
feel like it’s happening in real time. — BRETT WICKENS

Current TV

by Wolff Olins

A Peabody and Emmy Award-winning television
and online network that features the best in
political commentary and news analysis,
founded in 2005 by Al Gore and Joel Hyatt. The
network is dedicated to providing insightful
analysis of issues while delving into stories to
uncover how they affect people.

The result—a black and white flag in motion—is
bold, disruptive and alive with a raw, unapologetic font. These combine to make an identity
that stands out in a category full of color, expressing a brand with a strong point of view and
flying the flag for cut-through programming.
The logo makes the brand relevant and forward
thinking and has given employees new focus and
confidence. Bold and innovative, this moving
logo is changing the way we think about logos,
and is propelling Current into the future.

Over time the brand felt competition from
other digital news sources. By 2010, Current felt
anything but. The network needed an extreme
statement to indicate a new direction and
reassert its reputation as perhaps the only truly
independent voice on TV.

BRIEF

After six years, Current TV decided to evolve the brand to speak to a wider set of values we shared with
our audience. We chose Wolff Olins based upon their reputation as brand architects who would push us
out of our creative comfort zone. The end result was stunning and the new brand identity revolutionized
our thinking about what the company could achieve and be known for. — M i c h a e l St r e e f l a nd, S e ni o r V i c e
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PlusOne

by Sander van Dijk

An Amsterdam-based creative production
studio with a strong focus on aesthetics and
creative storytelling.

The logo consists solely of triangles, which creates the suggestion of (isometric) depth, where
the actual “+” and “1” are transparent. The motion design expresses the dynamic storytelling
twist the studio has. The animation shows many
different aspects and moves unexpectedly. The
logo comes to life.

Design a minimalistic and elegant
visualization of “+1”, but with a twist. The logo
furthermore needed to visualize the studio’s
expertise in 2D and 3D graphic animation. For
their launch party, PlusOne wanted their logo
to come to life in a way that suited the logo.

BRIEF
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Lo go D e si gn

Harold van Velsen
M ot i o n D e si gn

Sander van Dijk

In both cases we were blown away. The logo as well as the logo animation are great representations
of our company’s DNA. — Ma r ce l V ri e s wi jk, M an ag i n g D i re c tor an d M art i jn H o ge nk a m p, C r e at i v e D i r e c to r

M u si c

Brendan Angelides

o f PlusOne

	see video at v i m e o.c o m / a l b u m / 1 9 5 3 3 2 6
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Platform “n”

by mamastudio

A new generation of satellite television. Owned
by ITI Neovision, one of Poland’s largest media
groups, the “n” DTH platform is the unchallenged leader in the latest TV technologies
available on the Polish market. Platform “n”
offers the best value of high definition digital
television, VOD, and PVR .

Our goal was to communicate the high level of
quality offered by nPremium HD through the
new visual identity. The nPremium HD brand
is dynamic and modern. We chose rich colors
and smooth color transitions to bring energy.
We wanted the viewer to experience the excitement, energy and joy that comes from watching
high quality entertainment. The primary version
of the nPremium HD logo is spacious and threedimensional, referencing the depth of image,
the richness of content and the overall quality
that the “n” platform offers. It is also intended as
a nod to the future of 3D television.

Develop the new nPremium identity, as
well as the branded on-air and off-air elements
for the channels included in the HD package.
The identity required a strong relationship
to the visual capital already generated by the
popular “n” platform, including keeping all the
original n HD logo components in place. The
new materials also needed to appear as new
elements that would build unique associations
with the new channels. They needed to highlight
new attributes and values such as entertainment,
excitement, and creativity.

BRIEF
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Mamastudio understood perfectly how to create a channel identity based on the brand values of the digital
TV platform “n”: Joy, flexibility, openness, and modernity are all reflected in each designed element. The
four nPremium channels are a unique pay TV offer on the Polish market. They combine Hollywood blockbusters, premium sports content such as the UEFA Champions League, events such as big name concerts,
and high quality documentaries. The animations, shapes, colors, and typography all perfectly match the
content strategy of nPremium. The design is consistent within all applications—a true 360-degree brand
design! — Thoma s Meur er , Pr oje c t M an ag e r an d C re at i v e C on s ultan t at “ n ” S at e l l i t e T e l e v i si o n P l at fo r m
	see video at v i m e o.c o m / a l b u m / 1 9 5 3 3 2 6

password 2 0 1 1 b na s
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With a maximum of three applications, this category gives a glimpse into
how a logo is implemented, providing context that the Logo category can
not. Judges reacted positively, awarding various projects where the logo
on its own would have probably been rejected. Interestingly, and perhaps
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an indication that print communications aren’t completely dead, ten
of the twelve winners showcase business cards and letterheads as their
main applications, as opposed to web or digital applications. Taking
Best of Category was a set of business cards that first sparked intrigue
through the use of a redacted visual device in stark black and white—
offset by a bright, hot pink edge. That the name of the design firm behind
the redaction is Ingrediente Secreto (IS for short, “Secret Ingredient”
in English) satisfied the judges’ craving for a good story and concept.

j u dg es ’ co m m ents
o n best o f cate gory

This appropriately ambiguous mark wants to
have it both ways: a fill-in-the-blank invitation
and a blacked-out redaction. I can’t decide if the
registration mark is creepy or cutesy, but the
red/magenta and black/white color scheme is
beautiful. — an dre w b lauv e lt
The irreverence of the redacted symbol elicited
laughter and admiration from all judges.
— Ellen G las s m an

This system is clean, spare, and elegant.
— PAULA SCHER

Again: simplicity and originality. I really liked
this one for those reasons. The execution with the
color being applied on the side of the business
cards made it even stronger. This one put a smile
on my face. — M i c h i e l Sc h r i e v e r

IS Creative Studio

by IS Creative Studio

A Madrid-based design consultancy, operating
in a global marketplace. Founded in 2010, the
concept and goal of IS Creative Studio is to be
an important platform for creativity and design
with simplicity as the operating philosophy.
IS stands for Ingrediente Secreto (Spanish for
Secret Ingredient).

I started by covering some part of the typography, and ended up covering all of it with two
black stripes. The addition of the registered
trademark symbol helps show that there is
something behind the black stripes. With the
business cards, even though we liked the black
and white design, we realized that it needed
a little color. We didn’t want to add a new
corporate color, so we decided to paint the sides.
I painted them myself with an old airbrush.

Create a bold, minimalistic logotype that
can capture IS Creative Studio’s philosophy of
simplicity in a graphic identity.

BRIEF

The reception to the identity has been quite diverse. When we print something with our logo on it, printers
will write back thinking there must be a problem with the file and it is not displaying correctly. It’s funny,
and I think it means the logo is something different. When we give the card to clients or prospects, they keep
looking at it from the side of the logo, and do some thinking trying to understand how it works. Sometimes
they ask about the logo and whether they need to scratch it to see what is behind the two stripes. Usually,
if another person is nearby, they will ask for a card as well. — R i c h ars M e z a, C r e at i v e D i r e c to r o f
IS Creati ve Studio.
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Richars Meza

LOUD Communications Group by Founded by Design
An Australia-based communications agency
with a diverse range of national and international clients.
Develop and launch a revised brand identity that reflected LOUD’s new strategic position:
“The Change Makers”. The target audience was
current and new clients, and staff.

BRIEF

Our solution was to design an identity based on
the idea of change to reflect LOUD’s strategic
position. The identity also highlights their
diverse work, cultures, capabilities, and talent.
Several executions of the logo were created,
emphasizing a dramatic change in the “O”.
The identity was rolled out across stationery,
website, launch items, presentation materials,
animations, and environments.

The creative challenge was to convey the sheer diversity of talent and thinking that is the LOUD communications agency. Working collaboratively, we first viewed inspirational mood boards before the final idea—
which dramatically symbolized our positioning as “The Change Makers”—evolved. The graphic treatments
also reinforced our philosophy of “Reverberation,” in which campaigns generate their own momentum.
The seven different visual executions collectively build a unique image of LOUD—across stationery, website,
credentials, film, and even extending to office interior environments. The reaction has been overwhelmingly
positive. — Russell Naughton, D i re c tor of P lan n i n g an d I n n ovat i on of LOUD C o m m u ni c at i o ns G r o u p
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Chris Thomas

Innomedia Group

by Icono Comunicadores

An interactive marketing agency based in Lima,
Peru. Their digital solutions are accomplished
through a unique integration of expertise in
business strategies, technology, design, and user
experience coupled with a solid track record
helping industry-leading companies turn their
dreams into real business.

The concept was based on circles in movement—
like a world that is constantly moving and
changing—as occurs in the digital world. The
identity was created for application on all communication platforms with a specific emphasis
on digital media.

Create a new identity for Innomedia Group
that would portray them as one of the leading
interactive marketing agencies in Peru, and
compete in an international market, through an
innovative and creative brand that was consistent with its business principles and objectives.

brief

Innomedia Group’s challenge was to create a “global icon” that symbolized the attributes and values of our
digital communication agency. A key element in our identity was that it be adaptable to all communication
platforms including digital media. The final design represents all the values of our branding, with an
emphasis on a modern and contemporary image. This contributes directly to one of our business objectives:
growth due to recognition of our brand — lui s an ton i o gut i e rre z , g e n e ral m a nage r o f i nno m e d i a gr o u p
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Giuliana Gotuzzo

Onet.PL Group

by Dragon Rouge, Poland

The biggest Polish Internet portal with an
average number of users reaching 14 million a
month. This is a classic horizontal portal that
provides over 200 thematic services spreading
from news to entertainment to social activities.
The audience is Polish Internet users between
15 and 64 years old.

In opposition to the linear way of traditional
media consumption, the new Onet promised
“The world at your command—whenever and
wherever you want.” Before, the only visual
elements of the brand were the logo and a yellow dot. This led us to create the identity based
on multiplication of colorful dots. We wanted
this colorful world to represent richness and
attractiveness of the services available at the
portal. At the same time, we consciously rejected
“glow” stylings typical on the Internet. This idea
of dots was also recreated in the icons used on
the refreshed web site and subsequent services
and materials.

After 15 years of step-by-step changes of
its image, Onet came to the position of a leading
but quite neutral player with little potential
to spark the emotions of its target group. The
changes in the media landscape and growing
popularity of mobile devices created a natural
opportunity for Onet to recreate itself as a
modern and progressive lifestyle brand with
a literally colorful personality. The task was to
reposition the brand, restyle the logotype and
create a new visual look for the portal followed
by engaging collateral materials.

BRIEF

We have been pioneers of the Polish online landscape for over 15 years, but times change and media
landscapes do too. We decided to strengthen our brand identity and make it more expressive. Our old logo
still had great brand recognition, but we had a feeling that we needed a change in our identity to be well
prepared for future challenges in the new digital era of smartphones and tablets. We assumed that Onet
competes now for the time and attention of our users not only with other online players, but with all media
companies. I strongly believe that Onet’s new logo and entire logo system make our brand more dynamic
and makes us better prepared for the future. — Robert Bednarski, President and CEO of Onet.pl Group
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Arkadiusz Los

Wo Hing General Store

by Manual

A contemporary Chinese restaurant and bar
led by Charles Phan, founder of The Slanted
Door. Serving Chinese street-inspired eats, the
restaurant is situated in San Francisco’s lively
Mission district.

The logo plays with the delicate nature of
noodles—a main staple on the restaurant’s menu.
We also noticed a similarity to the structure
of tubular neon signs that are often associated
with Chinese street food. In addition to the
logo, we created a rich, colorful visual language
using only the aforementioned humble noodle.
Using a scanner, designers experimented with
raw and cooked noodles to create a number
of flowing, abstract images. As a departure
from the ubiquitous neon sign seen in many
Chinese restaurants, we designed a lightweight,
transparent window sign screen-printed with
electroluminescent ink.

Wo Hing General Store’s name pays homage
to a small grocery store that Charles Phan’s uncle
and father owned in Vietnam after fleeing China
in the 1960s. Phan wanted to avoid any visual
reference to a general store or family history.
He only asked that the Chinese characters of
his uncle’s and father’s names (Wo & Hing) be
incorporated into the identity.

BRIEF
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Producer

Patricia Callaway

I didn’t give a ‘brief ’ to Manual; I wanted them to be creative and see what they would come up with. In
the first presentation I was immediately drawn to the unique treatment of the Chinese characters in the
logo, along with the bright color palette. The use of noodles to create artwork was something that took us by
surprise. After working with noodles for years, I never would have envisioned them to be an artistic piece.
I’m very pleased with the results, and we get great comments daily. Guests continually take our menus as a
take away poster. — Cha r les Ph an , foun de r of T h e S lan t e d D oor
m o r e o n page 2 4

Dilly Dally

by Spring Advertising

A children’s toy store that encourages hands-on
play with creative, hand-made, sustainable and
tangible toys outside the realm of video games
and computer technology.

We came up with the proposition, “Inspiring
Play” to communicate the high level of creativity
and imagination that comes when a child enters
the Dilly Dally store. The logo itself “inspires
play” by creating various animals (bunny, teddy
bear, whale) within the clouds, just as children
often do. The brand collateral created was designed to inspire play much more directly.

Produce a brand that would appeal to
parents and children alike and differentiate
Dilly Dally from generic toy retailers. Promote
handmade, sustainable toys that fall outside the
mainstream offerings on the market.

BRIEF

It was a great success for Dilly Dally to work with Spring Advertising. The Spring team really helped us
refine our identity and present our brand in an original and playful way. The design process was very
thorough and really helped us solidify who we are as a business. Our goals were definitely met and we have
an identity that we are very proud of. Hooray! — T yle r Quan t z , O wn e r of D i lly Da l ly
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Quarterly Co.

by Oak Studios

A subscription service for wonderful things.
This online service ships physical items to
customers from influential contributors of their
choosing. The list includes Tina Roth Eisenberg,
John Maeda, Mike Monteiro, and many more.
Each contributor declares a theme but the
contents are a mystery to the subscriber.

We developed a simple visual language that
included color and illustration. The mono-weight
line-drawing style is popular, smells of nostalgia,
and is applicable to many subjects. The illustrations salute about a dozen pop culture references.
We designed flexible elements that can be applied
to a variety of package shapes and sizes. The
website is commercial in style and is meant to
be easy for the user. Tactile effects and styles
were used in the interface to introduce some of
the warmth seen in the packaging.

Develop branding, a commercial website,
and packaging. Quarterly Co. needed a consistent
brand feeling between media. Because of the
variety of sizes and shapes of packages, they
needed flexible branding elements that could
be applied in consistent ways. As a brand that
would live on the web and in print, they needed
a solution that would withstand hostile print
conditions and common screen resolutions.
Specifically, they would be printing on coarse
materials such as cardboard and wanted to have
stamps made: multi-colored and effects-driven
designs would not translate well.

BRIEF

Our challenge to Oak was to create an identity for a company that would have meaningful interactions
with its customers both online and in the physical world. We wanted something that could effortlessly jump
this divide while still feeling relevant and honest to both mediums. Oak was up to the task, producing a
coherent brand, website, and packaging experience which communicated our design values and struck the
right balance between contemporary and nostalgia. The playfulness of the details is the kind of stuff that
breeds loyal and passionate users. — Z ac h F re c h e t t e , Foun de r of Quart e rly C o.
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Leckerlee

by Strohl

A spicy holiday cookie company which operates
out of the Lower East Side in New York, NY.
Leckerlee’s audience is not only people interested in unique baked goods, but also people
buying gifts for dinner parties and holidays (and
of course German expats excited to indulge in
these German treats so far from home).

Honestly, the challenges were few; there is an
enormous wealth of historical Lebkuchen tins,
stores, and towns from which we pulled our
inspiration. We used traditional Lebkuchen tins
and other antique German confection examples
as a groundwork for the logo, iconography, and
patterns. Bears are a sentimental animal in
German culture, creating visions of small town
Christmas and warming foods. An upright script
logo, paired with traditional grotesque typography and holiday motif patterns complete this
distinctly German identity.

Reminiscent of gingerbread, Lebkuchen
are traditional German cookies which have been
sold in elaborate, decorative tins for over a hundred years. Leckerlee needed a brand identity
and packaging deeply rooted in the history of
these spicy, oversized cookies which are typically
sold in Germany and other parts of Europe during
the holidays.

BRIEF

I wanted the identity for Leckerlee to reflect the rich German/European heritage of my products, but in
an updated way to reflect both the company’s New York City background and my own design preferences.
From the countless, varied inspirational images that I collected while living in Germany, Strohl culled three
distinct design directions. The final design was a pitch-perfect visualization of the company I had been
conceiving for several years. The immediate and overwhelming consumer, wholesale, and media response
that I received upon launch is a testament to the success of this branding project with Strohl. — S a ndy L e e ,
Own er of Lecker lee
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Plus X

by Plus X

A company that delivers brand experience effectively from the synergy of professionals in
diverse fields such as marketing, user interface
design, brand identity, graphic design, product
design, and motion graphic design. Plus X
connotes the message “ We Add Experience
for Your Brand.”

In order to symbolize the purpose of Plus X , the
corporate symbol was designed with “+” and
“x” which are considered the most fundamental
signs. We tried to maintain “+X” for symbolizing
the corporate identity, and black tones and neutral
colors were used. Also, various pictograms and
typefaces were created based on the fundamental design philosophy of Plus X . The pictogram
was used as an effective signage at various
spaces of the company, and the unique typeface
was used in the interior design of the Plus X
office. An illustration of each member’s face was
printed on the business cards.

Plus X believes that brand experience design means providing consumers with valuable
brand experience through consolidated online
and offline designs based on a consistent brand
strategy. In order to reflect the fundamental design philosophy of a company that designs brand
experiences for diverse clients, the identity of
Plus X had to be neutral and show potential and
extensibility in a dynamic business world.

BRIEF

Plus X was established with only four specialists to provide comprehensive brand experience to brands.
After nine months of establishment, the number of employees increased to 30 and the company became
famous by showing rapid growth with various projects. With the growth of the company, Plus X felt the
need to reestablish the company’s identity and internal/external branding. The identity design, which was
applied in many applications such as interior, name card, etc., improved the employees self-esteem and
sense of belonging internally and it also brought another branding effect by showing the company’s value
and potential externally. — Jihoon A h n , B ran d E x pe ri e n c e P lan n i n g T e am le ad e r o f P lu s X
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Infinito

by Infinito

A graphic design studio located in Lima, Peru.

Our objective was to convey the concept of Infinito
(Infinite) without being obvious. Resolving the
brief in a simple and effective way demonstrates
that we at Infinito follow these criteria not only
for our clients, but for ourselves.

Create our own visual identity. In our
market, it is extremely important to project
credibility and professionalism. This was
something we wanted to do without neglecting
our creative side.

BRIEF

Our plan: To get a makeover and debut a new look. Our obstacle: The old saying “The cobbler’s children
have no shoes.” We knew that we had to renew our identity, but our workload delayed our plans. Finally,
we all got down to business. It wasn’t an easy job, though; one’s toughest customer is always oneself.
However, we can now say that we have 30 very satisfied clients. — C laudi a Bo ggi o, CEO o f I nf i ni to
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Duda Porto

by TUUT

A well-known architect from Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil. Currently his company has over ten
architects, and their work varies from interior
design to house construction to planning complex condos. They work mainly in Brazil and
Angola, however their work may be found in
other countries.

Our greatest limitation was the company’s
name. They were called 2D, although all clients
referred to them as Duda Porto Architecture.
After studying the benchmark we managed to
convince them to use Duda Porto Architecture.
We decided to explore the idea of an architect’s
scale ruler—a simple tool used by architects.
We developed a systematic signature that would
change randomly regardless of the media. This
new signature represented their work with a
modular type treatment that often changes. The
color was selected to elevate the brand, and
complement Duda Porto’s architecture. We used
horizontal and vertical variations, breaking the
words, as if they were construction bricks.

Create a new visual identity for Duda
Porto’s brand and develop all communication
materials, presentation cards, brochures,
Moleskines, and rulers. Our main challenge
in creating the new identity was to translate
their capacity of working in different scales
and complexity of projects.

BRIEF

TUUT managed to capture exactly the concept I was aiming for but did not know how. Our work is based on
different scales and we had great difficulty explaining this concept to our clients. With the new identity, this
became easier to explain and visually simple to understand, which has helped us in day-to-day routine.
Through it we were able to create a focus, and we found our identity as an architecture studio. Today, our
clients and partners see us as a studio that is able to work with projects of different complexity and still
maintain a strong identity. — D uda P orto, O wn e r of D uda P orto A rq ui t e t ura
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CoRise

by Red Antler

A new kind of merchant bank, delivering specialized financial industry expertise based on
a combination of research and development,
incubation, and investment banking. CoRise
offers timely financial and business expertise
that targets startups and companies in the
realm of transactional media.

We created a brand that would be new and
noteworthy in the banking sector while conveying trust and legitimacy. CoRise represents the
merging of insight, analysis, and execution. We
created a mark that conveys sturdiness, growth,
and progress through the swift, upward motion
of a thick, horizontal line. We designed a site
that clearly explains CoRise’s new approach to
financial investment in unpredictable times. We
added depth to the site design through layers
of secondary brand language and architectural
imagery that emphasize precision and stability.
CoRise’s identity merges the steady with the
new; expertise meets innovation.

Create a brand identity and website for
CoRise’s new merchant bank specializing in
transactional media and emerging technologies.
In a time of great market fluctuation, CoRise
needed a brand that felt both established and
forward thinking. The challenge came in creating a brand that maintained the stability of a
financial institution while capturing the spirit
of innovation and entrepreneurship.

BRIEF

Red Antler made the branding and web design experience as easy and stress-free as possible. From the
beginning of the branding process, Red Antler delivered a tailored strategy and design that positioned
us to stand out in the financial sector as a new and innovative business while still conveying legitimacy
and trust. With a site that is easy to navigate, and well designed, the result has been extraordinarily
complimentary feedback and a successful launch. — Dan R am s de n , Foun de r a nd CEO o f C o R i se
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Simon Endres
D e si gne r

Curtis Flanagan
St r at e gi st a nd
C o py w r i t e r

Emily Heyward
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U.S. clients

Winners

Acceptance rate

11

International clients

12+88

2

Most selections: Interbrand, Landor, and Venturethree

This is the most demanding category for all involved: from the designers
who have to execute it, to the clients who have to shepherd it, to the
brand managers who have to implement it, to the judges who have to
review it, and to the publishers of this book who have to lay it out and
78

display each project’s ambitiousness. Because of this, and more, it’s the
very best category in the Brand New Awards demonstrating the potential
of design to define how a brand is positioned and perceived. Landor’s
work for the newly minted Bardot range of ice creams made everyone’s
mouth water, starting with a deceivingly simple silhouette of lips and an
increasingly lavish and textured implementation that exudes sophistication and luxury. What Bardot and the rest of the winners in this category
have in common is a restrained indulgence in comprehensive sets of
identity elements that come together to tell a single, unique story.

j u dg es ’ co m m ents
o n best o f cate gory

The designers have used alchemy to transform an
industrial name into something sexy and desirable.
The identity’s Pop image could have easily been for
a cosmetics company, but wasn’t and that’s part of
its charm. — an dre w b lauv e lt
“Their product was delicious, our job was to
make it beautiful,” states the brief. Even though
appropriating Brigitte Bardot’s name (and lips?)
is unsubtle, the effect is interesting, luxurious
and “sexy.”— b re t t wi c ke n s

This is very beautiful, and looked a bit like a French
cosmetic campaign. — PAULA SCHER
Beautifully executed, aesthetically pleasing,
especially seeing all the work together in one piece.
For me it did not leave a lasting impression, but
since this is for ice cream, that is probably a good
thing. — M i c h i e l Sc h r i e v e r

Advanced Ice Cream
Technologies

by Landor,
San Francisco

A boutique ice cream purveyor from Mexico.

Our goal was to create a name, identity, and
design system that conveyed the unparalleled
decadence of the client’s product and evoked
a sense of luxury, sensuality, and desire.
Their product was delicious; our job was to
make it beautiful.

Advanced Ice Cream Technologies came to
us with dreams of sharing their artfully crafted
ice cream with America. Unfortunately, their
name sounded more like an innovator in cold
storage than an artisan iced confectionery.

BRIEF
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J.P. Sabarots

Last year we decided to work with Landor Associates, San Francisco. Looking back it was the best decision we made. The talented team, lead by Tosh Hall, captured exactly what we were aiming for. Not only
did they design the logo, but found the right name and helped develop the right business model. They
went beyond the logo and gave us the tools we needed to launch our new concept. After working with
Landor, we are in a better position than our competitors. The design has helped open doors and is proof
that every business must have a strong brand. — X av i e r B r i s e ñ o , CEO , P r e s i d e n t, a n d F o u n d e r o f A dva n c e d

C l i e nt M a nage r

Allison Hung
C r e at i v e D i r e c to r

Tosh Hall
D e si gne r s

I c e C r e a m T e c h n o lo g i e s

Lia Gordon
Tosh Hall
M u lt i m e d i a

I l lu st r ato r s

Brittnell Anderson
Daniel D’Arcy
Tosh Hall

Michael Goodman
Jessica Minn
Writers

Production

Trica Burns
Dan Ross

Jason Bice
Jen Jordan

Saint Bartholomew’s Church by OCD | The Original Champions of Design
An Episcopal Church—affectionately known
as St. Bart’s—located on Park Avenue and
51st Street in New York, NY. The Romanesque
structure is unique among its peers.
We worked with church leadership to
clearly articulate St. Bart’s spirit. The outcome
was “Everybody Needs a Place.” St. Bart’s
warmly welcomes all people to participate
freely and without judgement.

BRIEF

We seized on the idea of tradition with counterpoint. It’s about being beautiful but robust
and always accessible. The identity system had
to speak clearly in a minimum of three voices:
historic, religious, and public. The Romanesque
architecture, a style characterized by circles and
arches, offered up nearly inexhaustible design
inspiration. The church interior is made up of an
eclectic mix of mosaics, stonework, and stained
glass windows that are stylistically disparate
but relentlessly unified by the circle. They are
everywhere, impossible to fully catalogue.
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D e si gne r s

David Balsamello
Jennifer Kinon
Bobby C. Martin Jr.
T y p o gr a p h e r

Jesse Ragan

OCD amazed us with their approach to St. Bart’s identity challenge. Their multiple tours of the church
itself and their penetrating interviews with clergy inspired a design concept that uniquely reflects both
the rich heritage of St. Bart’s and its smart contemporary outlook. OCD’s solution included the creation of
St. Bart’s own typeface, a stunning array of icons inspired by features OCD found in the church itself, and
hip new expressions like the “St.B” logo applied to tote bags and other branded merchandise. Speaking
for St. Bart’s clergy and parishioners, we couldn’t be more thrilled. — K e i t h R e i nh a r d, S p o nso r a nd P r oj e c t
Directo r of St. Ba r tholomew ’s C h urc h

m o r e o n page 1 3
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New Theatre

by Interbrand, Sydney

One of Sydney’s oldest theatres, New Theatre is
a small, but passionate company. A people’s theatre in the truest sense. This year New Theatre
celebrates 80 years of being at the forefront of
independent and experimental theatre.

At the centre of the bold and unexpected new
identity is the form of an “NT ” device. The
logo combines the three initial letters of The
New Theatre into one simple mark. The unique
mirrored structure allows applications and messaging to twist and turn, and the device is used
to communicate the theatre’s aims for constant
reinvention and alternative viewpoints. It allows
New Theatre to sit proudly at the centre of their
productions, literally stamping their mark on
their shows and collateral, truly claiming them
as their own.

New Theatre is one of Sydney’s proudest and most independent theatres, but their
brand lacked clarity and cut-through. We were
tasked with breathing new life into this tired
theatre brand. Their ethos has always been about
celebrating alternative theatre. They offer unique
perspectives and unexpected twists, engaging
experiences, and help to grow the careers of
those involved. They already had a rich history,
culture and purpose; we needed to help them
express it all.

BRIEF

In 2012, New Theatre celebrates its 80th Anniversary and Interbrand Sydney has been integral in reenergizing the company. The brand will not only change the way audiences view New Theatre, but allow
the company to re-think how it views itself. They have created a fresh, powerful, and uniting identity for the
theatre that captures the core of what New Theatre always has and always will be about, whilst ensuring
that the company stands out within the ever-changing landscape of Sydney’s arts scene. Interbrand has
succeeded in putting the ‘new’ back into New Theatre. — Luke R og e rs , T h e at r e M a nage r o f T h e N e w T h e at r e
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Mike Rigby
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Eric Ng
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Chris Doyle
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Dean Christie
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Writers
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La Vittoria

by lg2boutique

A prestigious, gourmet gala event that each year
raises money for a charity—2011 supported the
Marie-Vincent Foundation.

The black-stroke typeface, geometric shapes,
and the colors black and yellow are a nod to the
urban style of the Big Apple, while the antique
rose combined with intertwined serif typefaces
transport us instantly to the romantic City of
Light. All the evening’s supporting elements were
created with the contrast between the two cities
in mind: two-sided posters, reversible book, and
columns positioned in both directions.

Create the 2011 graphic platform of the prestigious La Vittoria benefit gala: a dream evening
of gastronomy to raise funds for the Marie-Vincent
Foundation. Draw inspiration from the cities of the
evening’s invited chefs: New York (Daniel Boulud)
and Paris (Christophe Michalak).

BRIEF

Two years ago, I crossed paths with lg2boutique. And La Vittoria has never been the same. It was like going
from a small sewing shop to an established fashion designer. When preparing for a big event, like a fashion
show, they look after every detail. And they adorn La Vittoria like no one has ever done before. Thanks to
them, I can organize the event with peace of mind, knowing their preparation will be spot on. Beauty spot,
of course. Thanks so much for being there. — J oh an n e D e m e rs , foun de r of L a V i t to r i a
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Serge Cote
Maryse Verreault
C l i e nt S e r v i c e s

Marie-Claude Lacasse
Marieve Lebrun
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Pierre Lussier
C r e at i v e D i r e c to r

Claude Auchu
D e si gne r

Karine Allie
P r i nt e r

Louis Dorval
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Little Chef

by venturethree

Britain’s most famous nationwide roadside
restaurant. Festival goers, holidaying families,
Rod and Doreen on their way to the seaside—
their audience is everybody on the road.

The essence of the new brand is “ Wonderfully
British” and it runs through everything. Little
Chef and red go hand-in-hand, but why stop
at ketchup red when you can have mushy pea
green, raspberry ripple pink, English mustard
yellow, and baked bean orange? As well as the
visual identity, we made sure that the British
sense of humor came through in the tone of
all our communications—everything from the
menu to the packaging. This, coupled with bold
type and the logo, gave a fresh, bold new lease
on life to the brand.

Over the years, travelers’ needs changed
and Little Chef didn’t. Somewhat neglected and
underinvested, Little Chef lost its place as the
nation’s favorite place to stop. But the essence
of Little Chef is more relevant today than ever—
great quality food, made just for you. The job
was to reinvent Little Chef while respecting the
heritage and loyal customer base it already had.

BRIEF

venturethree understood the target audience and the customer journey. They retained the strong brand
DNA that existed in the old Little Chef identity, and created something new and modern that signaled
change. They created a brand that lived in the new restaurants, but also took elements from the new brand
throughout the entire estate.
Customer feedback was excellent. The tone of voice, in particular, has been very warmly received. The rebrand
has ignited a sense of energy into the business; the staff feel proud to be a part of it. The new restaurants
saw a consistent uplift of 12% or more compared to the rest of the estate. The rebrand retained previous
customers and attracted new ones too. — S us an n a R atc li f f e , C on s ultan t
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Stuart Watson
D e si gne r

Mark Williams
Pa r t ne r s

Philip Orwell
Estelle Smithies
Stuart Watson
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Estelle Smithies
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Amy Attridge
W r i t e r a nd C o nsu lta nt

Joe Weir

CX Inc.

by Moving Brands

A cloud storage service backed by Tomorrow
Ventures (Eric Schmidt’s venture fund) who
wanted to define their unique business
proposition in a saturated market.

For this technology-led but consumer-focused
organization, we defined a brand narrative
that focused on storing and sharing: “Content
comes to life.” Behaviors such as “geektastic,”
“simple,” and “obsessive,” gave shape to the
character of the business as well as the brand
and product experience. The vibrant core assets
are complemented by a library of color and
pattern elements. A bespoke typeface includes a
built-in open-type iconographic system. Tone of
voice, brand messaging, and curated photography
systems complete the identity. The identity was
channeled consistently in the user interface and
user experience of all digital touchpoints, and
underpins the product’s “social” credentials.

Define CX Inc.’s user interface and user
experience across their web, mobile, and iPad
apps. Working with the CX stakeholders, we
reconsidered the brief by focusing on the
team’s key objective: to be a market-leader in
the already-crowded cloud storage market. To
achieve this, we worked with them to define the
core product offer, select and understand their
audience, re-name from the generic and uninspired “Cloud Experience,” and create a striking,
differentiated brand identity. We distilled the
many possible product options into one clear
focus: The product would be “more social” than
any competitors, and the name and identity
design system would reflect this.

BRIEF

Moving Brands understood exactly what we needed and what we were trying to achieve with our business
and our brand. Their knowledge of new technologies along with their talent for design made them the
perfect partner. I’m thrilled with the results. — K e i t h Pardy, CMO of CX I n c .
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The Jerusalem Season
of Culture (JSOC)
An annual summer showcase of the city’s contemporary cultural treasures. It was established
as a joint effort of the Schusterman Foundation,
the Jerusalem Municipality, and other institutes
who shared a vision to position Jerusalem as
a Culture Capital and increase its significance
to residents by drawing Israeli and foreign visitors and exposing its immense culture and
arts creation.
Change perceptions towards Jerusalem, and
restore its relevance—both locally and globally.
Shift general public opinions linking Jerusalem
to conflict (either political or religious) to a new
perception of creativity and culture —expressing
diversity, authenticity, vitality, and excellence.
Additionally, since the season functions as a
platform encompassing many events, we needed
to establish an “umbrella brand” to unify all
activities while still allowing for flexibility.

BRIEF

by Open
When creativity meets Jerusalem’s spirit, expect
to discover great new things: this unique combination, reflecting our unique nature, served as
our brand essence, “Creative Spirit.” The chosen
creative solution, “Remix,” expresses the way
our season emerges from the rich complexity and
diversity of Jerusalem, drawing upon cultural
content and events and editing and reorganizing
them into a new and distinct season. To express
this, we took cameras and photographed anything
that inspired us in Jerusalem. Then, we reassembled all the materials, creating colorful collages
that express the season’s pulse and spirit and
allow the flexibility required for the changing
content of the season.

JSOC seeks to cultivate Jerusalem as an international hub of arts and culture and partners with Jerusalem’s leading creative forces to showcase the city’s contemporary cultural treasures. Despite the complex
perception of Jerusalem, OPEN successfully turned us into a distinct and reputable brand, which positioned
us as an important entity in the city. By converting sights of the city into a work of art, the design not only
provided us with countless possibilities, but also allowed us and our audience to view the city in a different
view, as a creative act, matching our vision and exceeding our expectations. — N ao m i B lo c h Fo r t i s, CEO o f
Jeru s al em Sea son of Cultur e
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Ofer Leher
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Pnina Cohen
Ruth Shabbat

Balans

by TUUT

A training studio whose purpose is to work body
and mind by combining different techniques
(e.g., pilates and functional training) to achieve
consciousness of movement and a better quality
of life. Their audience is young people in search
of a healthy and conscious workout.

The name, Balans (Dutch for equilibrium), was
chosen to communicate the equilibrium and
dynamism we found to be fundamental for the
studio’s process and lifestyle. With the name’s
approval, we opted to create a system of signatures referring to movement and the different
positions and exercises experienced during
classes. Inspired by the practical lessons we had
at the studio, six different signature compositions were created by varying the glyphs used
in the name. We also considered the balance of
physical movements and emphasized simplicity
to aid readability.

Develop a name and visual identity that
incorporates a sense of motion to show the
equilibrium achieved in classes. The name and
identity should reflect the values of the company,
such as equilibrium, body consciousness, and
quality of life. The signature should be creative
and flexible.

BRIEF

When we first spoke to TUUT we knew the greatest challenge for this project was to create, from name to
visual identity, something different from what every gym, academy, or studio has. I believe the key to the
great success of this project was an entire team engrossed in what they do. They researched, they took
classes, they were concerned with our essence and, most importantly, they managed to understand what
our business is about. The creation of the name was very well seen by all of us when they presented the
visual identity. We simply loved it. — M arc os Ayala, Part n e r an d F un c t i on al T r a i ne r at Ba l a ns
	see A DDI T I O N A L video at v i m e o.c o m / a l b u m / 1 9 5 3 3 2 6
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Studio 360
with Kurt Andersen
A Peabody Award-winning podcast from Public
Radio International and WNYC Radio that is
public radio’s smart and surprising guide to
what’s happening in pop culture and the arts.
Each week, Kurt Andersen introduces listeners
to the people who are creating and shaping
our culture.
Teachers are currently represented by
uninspiring, childish visual imagery. Images like
apples, chalkboards, and the ABCs neither revere
the profession of teaching nor do justice to the
intellectual and creative development teachers
help guide in students of all ages. Studio 360
asked us to create a new visual vocabulary that
reflects the multidimensional role of the teacher.

BRIEF

by Hyperakt
Education is the key to human progress;
therefore, teaching is among the most important professions for humanity. A new visual
vocabulary should capture the excitement and
magic of activating the potential that is innate
in every student. It should celebrate the process
of developing ideas, reflect the collaborative
nature of teaching, and pay homage to existing
visual tools used in teaching. Visual maps, like
teachers, help learners brainstorm ideas, reveal
relationships, explain processes, tell stories,
and much more. Our solution is all about
connecting the dots, allowing us to create
a boundless visual language that celebrates
teaching and learning. We were inspired by
Mark Van Doren’s quote, “The art of teaching
is the art of assisting discovery.”

With Studio 360 Redesigns, we take ubiquitous but arguably imperfect or outmoded designs and put new
options on the table. Here we wanted to improve on the “kiddie” imagery exclusively used to represent
teachers—apples, rulers, ABCs. We love how Hyperakt’s “connecting-the-dots” motif suggests teachers
are guides to thinking and learning, providing students with the foundations for lifelong education as a
perpetual work-in-progress. From temporary tattoos to street signs, Hyperakt created innovative ways to
express this message. The intended end users here were educators, and across the radio and web platforms
of the project the response was great. One 50-year veteran wrote us, “ Your Teach designs graphically depict
what I feel when I’m teaching.” — K urt A n de rs e n , h ost of St udi o 3 6 0 wi t h K ur t A nd e r se n
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Deroy Peraza
Julia Vakser Zeltser
D e si gne r s

Eric Fensterheim
Wen Ping Huang
Jason Lynch
Deroy Peraza
Rui Ribeiro
Josh Smith
Aymie Spitzer
Julia Vakser Zeltser
E d u c at i o n C o nsu lta nt

Jenna Shapiro

Naked Pizza

by Open

A new international chain dedicated to spreading the word about eating healthy food from
diverse sources and delivering tasty pizza that’s
accessible and affordable for all. Naked Pizza
was co-founded in post-Katrina New Orleans,
LA , by an evolutionary archaeologist and a
marketing expert.

Naked Pizza calls themselves “a social media
company that sells pizza.” They are pioneers in
using social media to talk to their customers—or
as they say, their “tribe.” Our central idea came
out of this: pizza is for sharing. Apparently, it
was designed for it. All the work we designed is
made from the same clean, simple ingredients.
That way everything can be put together in lots
of ways and shared in lots of places. The result is
a culture that is friendly, flexible, and fun for all
current and future members of the tribe.

With a pre-existing logo, develop a
language and flexible system that Naked Pizza
could use anywhere and anytime to talk about
their pizza and culture. The first deliverable was
a set of guidelines, followed by menus, uniforms,
signage, and more.

BRIEF

At Naked Pizza, we believe fast food can help solve the global epidemic of obesity and disease, so we made
one of the world’s most popular foods healthier using nutritional science and used the $40 billion pizza
industry as a Trojan horse. We needed a graphic identity that sublimely articulated our brand at the most
meaningful points of contact. The success of Open’s work lies in capturing our mission and its relevance
to customers from different cultures in a system that supports the needs of franchisees around the world.
Open’s charming graphics invite customers to discover a seemingly magical option: pizza that’s good
for you. — Rob b ie Vitr a no, co -foun de r of N ake d P i z z a
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Valerie Casey

XL Group

by venturethree

A parent company of various commercial insurance and reinsurance businesses for over 25
years. Headquartered in Ireland, they have a
history of unsticking the stuck of finding a way
to cover risks at times when others haven’t been
able to. Their audience is everyone from brokers
to CEOs of large firms.

“Make your world go” was the idea at the center
of this rebrand, because nothing happens
without insurance. Ships don’t sail, cures aren’t
found, buildings aren’t built, and films aren’t
made, but no one was telling this story. While
everyone else was talking about risk, we decided
to talk about progress. We focused on making
everything bold, pure, and cool. The new logo
and identity position XL as a company not just
ready for change, but leading the way. We gave
them a bright, bold, and agile brand to echo
their superpowers: the perfect mix of analysis
and imagination.

XL had a new strategy: “ To unleash the
world’s capacity to advance.” It was time to
reinvent themselves, and reinvent (re)insurance.
The big challenge was to change the way people
see insurance: to show the world that insurance
matters, and that XL is at the front of progress.
Visually, the insurance landscape is awash with
blue and burgundy—XL needs to stand out from
the crowd and still be taken seriously.

BRIEF
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Graham Jones
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Graham Jones
Estelle Smithies
Michael Zur-Spiro
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Estelle Smithies
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The redesign process and ultimate relaunch of XL’s branding was refreshing. XL wanted something that
reflected both the internal changes it recently experienced and the new corporate strategy to help drive
our people and our company forward. The process of taking our old chunky logo—associated with size,
strength, and inflexibility—and literally distilling it to its basic elements was brilliant. It is this combination of creative and strategic thinking that led to venturethree helping us create a new brand image that
reflects the new XL: more flexible, dynamic, focused, and innovative. The rebrand has led to increased
website traffic, click through rates over 100% above the industry norm, a very successful renewal period,
and most importantly, an overwhelmingly positive reaction by our colleagues. — A l l i so n F i nge r h u t h ,

Joe Weir

Man ag er , Communications a nd M arke t i n g I n t e rn at i on al of XL G roup

	see video at v i m e o.c o m / a l b u m / 1 9 5 3 3 2 6
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Children’s Miracle
Network Hospitals
A non-profit organization that raises funds
for more than 170 children’s hospitals across
North America.
Evolve the Children’s Miracle Network
Hospitals’ name to more clearly communicate the
organization’s purpose and bring the new name
to life through a refreshed identity. Children’s
Miracle Network had strong equity in the red
and yellow hot air balloon that consumer donors
recognized from checkout counters at national
retailers like Walmart and Rite Aid. The new
identity system needed to be captivating on its
own, but also work in hundreds of co-branding
scenarios between the organization and its
partner hospitals and sponsors.

BRIEF

by Landor, Cincinnati
The simple addition of “Hospitals” to Children’s
Miracle Network’s existing name clarifies where
the organization helps children. Grounded in
Children’s Miracle Network Hospitals’ belief that
every child deserves hope and healing, our refreshed identity created a contemporary, iconic
brand and a kinetic identity system that raises
those hopes even higher—letting their hot air
balloon take flight.

Working with Landor has been a wonderful experience. Our partnership began over two years ago, and
Landor really got to know us over the course of this project. The resulting brand is one that both our Board
of Trustees and Board of Governors are proud of, and one we are sure will help drive the Children’s Miracle
Network Hospitals’ mission forward. — C rai g Sore n s e n , C h i e f M arke t i n g O f f i c e r o f C h i l d r e n’ s M i r ac l e
Net wo rk Hosp ita ls
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Daniel Seol
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Bankia

by Interbrand, Madrid

The resulting brand of the biggest bank merger
ever in Europe: seven savings banks becoming
one. Bankia is a universal banking business,
based on a multibrand and multichannel
management, focused on meeting the needs of
its 12 million customers across all segments.
They operate mainly in Spain but also have an
international presence.

We had to come up with a simple, straightforward formula that simplified the choices in
consumers’ minds, with the additional challenge
of the devalued concept of “trust.” Through
the brand proposition of “Building/Facing the
future together,” we created an expressive brand
world where images, colors, and other graphic
elements delivered a compelling, persuasive,
and positive brand communication tone. Thanks
to its unique positioning and brand proposition, Bankia is earning consumers’ trust and
acceptance as one of Spain’s most important
financial groups.

Create a completely new and fresh brand
while linking the identities of all the seven
merging banks. To add to the difficulty of an
already complex project, special consideration
was needed for an industry—going through
tremendous turmoil, discredit, and devastation—
in need of an urgent renovation. Bankia created
a new banking model based on transparency
and trust: a bank which reconciled the purely
financial and global with the daily and social
part. Bankia is an entirely new way to look at
banking in Spain.

BRIEF
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Thanks to Interbrand’s great work, Bankia has positioned itself in the mind of consumers as a brand of
reference in the financial sector. Our distinctive and powerful logotype is highly visible and recognized and
the unique color palette Interbrand proposed has allowed us to own a visual world that makes us stand
apart from our competitors. — E st h e r A rri bas , D i re c tor of M arke t i n g an d B ra nd i ng o f Ba nk i a
	see additional video at v i m e o.c o m / a l b u m / 1 9 5 3 3 2 6
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Blurb

by Duncan/Channon

The leader in helping consumers and creative
professionals create beautiful books. Poised
for international expansion at a critical
juncture, they were simultaneously solidifying
their leadership position, planning for their
first-ever brand campaign, and launching a
new digital offering.

The agency crafted a brand story around
Blurb’s core purpose: to help people create and
connect through beautiful books. The agency
comprehensively reexamined, defined, and
updated the brand’s strategy, story, and visual
system. The effort included an updated logo and
identity system with an emphasis on arresting
photography. An integrated campaign helped
increase awareness of the idea that everyone has
a book, and Blurb is the company to trust with
that cherished content. Blurb saw a 37% increase
in sales following the campaign launch. Above
all, Blurb moves forward with a reinvigorated
brand better positioned for an ambitious future.

In 2005, Blurb essentially invented the
category of on-demand publishing. By 2010—
though still the industry leader in helping
people create beautiful books—the marketplace
was crowded. The objective was to create a
brand identity and campaign more consistent
with Blurb’s values and better position them
for the future.

BRIEF
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Art Buyer

Justine Barnes
A r t D i r e c to r

Anne Elisco-Lemme
C r e at i v e D i r e c to r

Michael Lemme
D e si gne r s

Michael Lemme
Andrew Pollak

We are enormously proud of the elegant and arresting work we did with Duncan/Channon to more vividly
define our brand to ourselves and consumers. Not only does it feel right to us—at the deepest level, the
process of getting to that work, of forging a consensus about who we are fundamentally, and what our
mission is—but it helped point the way to many new possibilities for Blurb. As a company that very much
believes in design, our experience with D/C reinforced to us that, at its best, design can have an effect far
beneath the surface. — Laur en Pat t i son , S e n i or V i c e P re s i de n t of M arke t i n g o f B lu r b

P h oto gr a p h e r s

Fernando Decilis
Matthias Heiderich
Stacy Newgent
Richard Schultz
D i gi ta l A r t i st

Faye Champlin
W ri t e rs

D i r e c to r o f P r o d u c t i o n

Producer

Parker Channon
Jessea Perry Hankins

Jacqueline Fodor

Andrea Ho

I nt e r ac t i v e P r o d u c e r

S e ni o r P r o d u c e r

Matthew Higgins

Jessea Perry Hankins

Atom

by Adsoul

A registered brand, from a group of investors,
doing various kinds of business. They wanted to
start a brand-new motorcycle company selling
their own models of motorcycle and providing
lower price and assistance services. The company would start with a store.

First, the brand characteristics were developed:
friendly and able to counteract the prejudice
that motorcycles are aggressive and masculine. The logo was designed with fluid forms
to transmit movement, freedom, and direction
and found reference in the motion of the atom.
The two orbits of the symbol suggest both
wheels of motorcycles. The typography and
colors contribute to a likable and young brand.

Create an identity for a new Portuguese
brand of motorcycles that will live with other
well established brands on the market. A future
aim is international expansion. The target is
young and urban.

brief

The brand creation was a long, complex, and enriching experience. We established the business idea,
vision, values, and technical features to be conveyed. We wanted a simple but catchy name that would
embody these ideas. This proved to be the right strategy. Adsoul was able to create an image with an
eye-catching design, linked to a smart brand, whose added value to the product and services we provide is
beyond dispute. In terms of naming, logo, and colors, they sought distinguishing elements to promote brand
awareness, and we achieved this uniqueness with Atom. — z ah i r h ab i bo, e x e c u t i v e se c r e ta ry o f ato m
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Andreia Leite
Ana Rita Moreira
d e si gne r s

Joana Antunes
Dora Azevedo

Nuun

by Creature

A product that turns water into an optimallybalanced electrolyte drink. Nuun had a small
following of hardcore athletes, but it was time
to expand.

This identity focuses on the positive, energizing side of sport and the simple great flavors of
this hydrating beverage, with little hints to the
powerful science inside. Results:
– 292% revenue increase.
– Doubled employees.
– Distributed in more than 5,000 retail outlets
in 30 countries.
– Online product sales doubled in the two
months after relaunch.

Grow the Nuun brand without getting
sucked into the sports clichés such as hyper
aggressiveness or overly complicated science.

BRIEF

When we started this rebranding journey with Creature, Nuun was a niche sports specialty product looking
to break into the mainstream. Creature’s strategic design elevated the value of our brand. Not only did
the redesign of our logo, website, and key collateral renew the passion of our loyal fan base, it created a
groundswell of fresh enthusiasm that carried us into lucrative new retail partnerships and increased sales.
It has been a collaborative, thoughtful process from beginning to end, and we’re looking forward to future
efforts with Creature. — Ma son R e ay, CEO of NUUN
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Chris Cambell
Eric Larkin
C r e at i v e D i r e c to r

Steve Cullen
D e si gne r s

Nicole Mills
Glen Newcomer

Desfiacoco

by Labis Design ArteficeGroup

A studio from Curitiba, Brazil, specializing
in environmentally-friendly furniture design,
that uses common, daily objects as a starting
point for the creation of their products. Their
audience is creative professionals who are concerned with the making process of the products
they consume.

The name Desfiacoco is translated by a strong
symbol of an open head. “Desfia” is literally
translated as “reeling off ” and “coco” figuratively
represents the head. It’s a metaphor for the process of persisting on an idea. The brand values
were combined around the head in the shape of
a tree. With a new visual identity, brand strategy,
and planning turned to social media channels,
Desfiacoco is now a nationally praised ecodesign
brand with its products making appearances
from prime time soap opera scenarios to Italian
Vogue features to the Brazilian Design Biennial.

Desfiacoco’s product line has been awarded
worldwide in competitions such as iF Awards
and Museu da Casa Brasileira, and was part of
exhibitions such as Destination Brazil at MoMA
in New York, NY, and Brasil é Cosi, in Milan,
Italy. However, the brand awareness was focused
in the ecodesign field and didn’t encompass
Internet and social media devices in order to sell
products in a more effective way.

BRIEF

When I felt my company needed a burst, I didn’t think that a complete brand redesign would do it. Labis
Design ArteficeGroup and their team provided a single solution with strong brand values and a clever strategy to raise brand awareness and sell more products in a very short period. I’m happy to see their work
recognized by top professionals and even more excited by the fact that it was approved by December 2011.
The brand didn’t have much time to evolve and the quality of the work can still be seen, which means we’ve
built a strong foundation. I’m very satisfied by the results and proud to be part of such honorable accolade.
— Gustavo Engelha r dt, Designer an d O wn e r of D e s f i ac oc o
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Henrique Kenji Setogutti
C o py w r i t e r

Ana Flávia Bassetti
C r e at i v e D i r e c to r

Raffaella Bonanni
D e si gne r

Nelson Balaban
E x e c u t i v e C r e at i v e
D i r e c to r

Henrique Catenacci
V i d e o D i r e c to r s

Nelson Balaban
Erick Donate

Canadian Olympic Committee by The Still Brandworks
A non-profit organization that provides
financial support, services, and leadership to
the Canadian amateur high performance sport
community. It is responsible for all aspects of
Canada’s involvement in the Olympic Movement,
including the Olympic, Youth Olympic, and
Pan American Games.

Over a century of stories, themes, and iconography influenced the comprehensive rebrand.
In-depth research lead us to libraries, historians, and Olympians. The brand strategy was
repositioned to focus on the Team rather than
the Committee, and our goal was to deliver a
classic sports brand with fresh appeal.

Position the Canadian Olympic Team as a
classic sports brand: athletic, iconic, youthful,
and authentic. Restructure the brand architecture. Consider how the various Canadian
Olympic Committee programs, teams, corporate
partners, and associated federations could be
better aligned to form a more unified and memorable brand. Develop an identity system that
will age gracefully while ensuring aesthetic
and strategic relevance today. A system which
translates impeccably across all mediums—
from screen to print to merchandise and beyond.

In everything we did, we attempted to balance
classic versus current aesthetics and themes.
In communications, we looked to balance imagery and stories of today’s Olympic heroes with
legends from decades past. From creative brief
to research, sketches to final art, writing to
production, guidelines to launch video, our
small design team delivered on every aspect.

BRIEF
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Adam Bognar
Greg Durrell
Ben Hulse
Andrew Simpson

To create a brand that can inspire a nation—this was the Canadian Olympic Committee’s objective when
it decided to redesign its mark. For an athlete, it’s the highest badge of honor; for a nation, it’s the sense of
pride that unites a country. By utilizing a disciplined approach rooted in researching Canadian Olympic
history and uncovering key themes that resonate with national pride, the design team successfully developed
a clean identity system. The system focused on the Canadian Olympic Team rather than the Committee.
It was a daunting task to bring new life to a brand over a century old while respecting our rich heritage.
We couldn’t be more proud. — D e re k K e n t, C h i e f M arke t i n g O f f i c e r of C an adi a n O ly m p i c C o m m i t t e e
m o r e o n page 1 5 0
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The low number of entries and winners in this category is a reflection of
the low esteem designers have for doing this kind of work: it’s not fun,
it’s not sexy, and it doesn’t win awards. Unless you enter the Brand New
Awards, of course. The two sole winners in this category prove that a rich
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document with an interesting physical presence can be created for the
right project and that the considerable efforts exerted in them won’t be
merely relegated to a forgotten PDF file that no one reads.

j u dg es ’ co m m ents
o n best o f cate gory

No Best of Category was awarded.

Kandy Confectionery

by Manic Design Pte Ltd

A Singapore-based chocolate manufacturer that
typically manufactures and packages chocolates
and other confections for other brands. With
Minette, they are looking to launch their own
brand of chocolates.

The logo and wordmark had to be versatile
enough to work on different product lines and
price points. The wordmark was designed so
that it can come across playful or sophisticated
depending on the context or packaging. We
avoided being “luxurious” in the traditional
sense of the word—the staid, ornate, or overly
formal. The logo, a hot-air balloon, adds a touch
of whimsy. It is also a symbol of freedom: being
carefree, autonomous, able to act on a whim—
the ultimate luxury for most.

Develop a brand that was whimsical yet
luxurious to target the “fun-loving, whitecollared demographic who appreciate the finer
things in life.” The brand needs to work across
various price points and have flexibility so that
it works as an impulse buy as well as a chocolate
gift box designed to impress.

BRIEF
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A r t D i r e c to r

Adeline Chong
C r e at i v e D i r e c to r

Karen Huang
D e si gne r

Lim Yiling

Achieving the right look for a new brand in a very competitive market is no easy task. We brainstormed
together and decided that we wanted a brand that was whimsical yet luxurious, fresh yet not loud.
The logo is simple enough to go well with all future plans, making it a very versatile and timeless logo.
We were aware that the name “Minette” may have some slight sexual connotations in some countries,
but isn’t that perfect? After all, chocolate is sexy! It also gives the brand a hint of “naughtiness” that
I think is in line with the brand concept and what I had in mind. We are very happy with the outcome.
— Rayn ne Ong, CEO of Ka ndy Conf e c t i on e ry

m o r e o n page 2 7

Canadian Olympic Committee by The Still Brandworks
A non-profit organization that provides
financial support, services, and leadership to
the Canadian amateur high performance sport
community. It is responsible for all aspects of
Canada’s involvement in the Olympic Movement,
including the Olympic, Youth Olympic, and
Pan American Games.

Over a century of stories, themes, and iconography influenced the comprehensive rebrand.
In-depth research lead us to libraries, historians, and Olympians. The brand strategy was
repositioned to focus on the Team rather than
the Committee, and our goal was to deliver a
classic sports brand with fresh appeal.

Position the Canadian Olympic Team as a
classic sports brand: athletic, iconic, youthful,
and authentic. Restructure the brand architecture. Consider how the various Canadian
Olympic Committee programs, teams, corporate
partners, and associated federations could be
better aligned to form a more unified and memorable brand. Develop an identity system that
will age gracefully while ensuring aesthetic
and strategic relevance today. A system which
translates impeccably across all mediums—
from screen to print to merchandise and beyond.

In everything we did, we attempted to balance
classic versus current aesthetics and themes.
In communications, we looked to balance imagery and stories of today’s Olympic heroes with
legends from decades past. From creative brief
to research, sketches to final art, writing to
production, guidelines to launch video, our
small design team delivered on every aspect.

BRIEF
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Adam Bognar
Greg Durrell
Ben Hulse
Andrew Simpson

To create a brand that can inspire a nation—this was the Canadian Olympic Committee’s objective when
it decided to redesign its mark. For an athlete, it’s the highest badge of honor; for a nation, it’s the sense of
pride that unites a country. By utilizing a disciplined approach rooted in researching Canadian Olympic
history and uncovering key themes that resonate with national pride, the design team successfully developed
a clean identity system. The system focused on the Canadian Olympic Team rather than the Committee.
It was a daunting task to bring new life to a brand over a century old while respecting our rich heritage.
We couldn’t be more proud. — D e re k K e n t, C h i e f M arke t i n g O f f i c e r of C an adi a n O ly m p i c C o m m i t t e e
m o r e o n page 1 4 2
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Most selections: Interbrand, Manual, Plus X, and Wolff Olins

This section—dubbed “Salvage” for its rescue-minded approach—presents selections made solely by UnderConsideration of entries across all
categories that the judges did not choose for inclusion. We do this not to
undermine the judges’ selections but to complement them with what we
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think are appropriate inclusions that complete the breadth of work done
in 2011. This year we selected almost double the amount of entries from
the ones we salvaged of 2010 work, which means we are either too generous or that this year’s judges were hard to please. Regardless, we feel all
the work in this section deserves an honorable mention.

Before

CooperVision Inc.

by Siegel+Gale

One of the world’s largest manufacturers of
contact lenses, headquartered in Pleasanton,
CA . It distributes high-quality lenses virtually
everywhere contact lenses are worn from a
network of facilities in 12 countries across
five continents.

Siegel+Gale determined that it was essential
for CooperVision to shake up the status quo. We
developed a “challenger” brand positioning that
capitalizes on CooperVision’s unique skills and
approach to doing business. Then, we captured
it in an external brand promise, “A Refreshing
Perspective,” that suggests an organization
transcending industry conventions. A striking
visual identity based on watercolors provides an
original, unexpected departure from an industry
awash in literal representations of water.

To position the company for continued
success as the third-largest contact lens manufacturer in the world. CooperVision needed to
inspire all audiences—eye care practitioners,
retail channels, lens wearers, and even its own
employees—to see the full breadth of its unique
value. Despite offering a full range of high quality
contact lenses, CooperVision was still thought of
as a niche player: a provider of specialty lenses.
Changing industry dynamics made building
brand awareness and recognition among wearers
and practitioners a necessity.

brief

CooperVision understands that no two eyes are alike, and that every contact lens wearer and customer
is unique. Our new identity was met with resounding cheers from employees around the world, who were
thrilled to have an identity that felt so right for our culture and capabilities. — l i sa faw c e t t, v i c e p r e si d e nt
o f glo bal ma r keting at coop er v i s i on i n c .
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Rob Clarke

Rob Clarke Typography

by Rob Clarke Typography

A British typographer and designer based
in London, UK . Rob designs logos, develops
typographic identities, and custom-designed
fonts. He works both directly for clients
and through collaboration with design and
advertising agencies.

Primarily, I wanted the logo to be a signature
of craftsmanship. I didn’t want it to be a
run-of-the-mill signature, but more of
a considered “brand” wordmark. The weight
is bold and the curves were purposely drawn
with no imperfections. There was also a desire
to show typographic creativity—achieved, in
part, by not connecting all the characters.

Design a mark of typographic quality that
is also unique, playful, and full of personality.
It is important to design a wordmark that will
not box in the company with one particular
style but act as a stamp of quality and personal
assurance.

BRIEF

I needed to brand myself, a difficult job at the best of times. How do I promote my skills without pushing
any particular style or emphasis on the logo? It was important not to alienate myself from potential clients,
so the result was a signature of intent and quality. The logo acts as an introduction to a quality service and
a parting stamp of approval. — R ob C larke , R ob C larke T y p o gr a p h y

Bluebeard Coffee Roasters

by Partly Sunny

Artisan coffee roasters, proudly based in
Tacoma, WA .

Tacoma is a mid-sized port city near Seattle, WA ,
historically known for its lively demeanor.
We felt it was important that the brand reflect
this and Bluebeard was the perfect concept.
This mythical figure of swarthy character offers
a playful nod to the city’s storied past. Illustrated
with simple lines, his swirly beard resembles
coffee steam, ocean surf, and vintage ironwork.
Though his virtue may be questionable, the
integrity of their coffee is beyond reproach.

Create an iconic brand identity for a new
artisan coffee roaster. Job one: Stand out in an
incredibly crowded coffee market. Job two: Fit
in with the independent spirit of Tacoma.

BRIEF

Bluebeard Coffee Roasters is a much better company for having a Partly Sunny creation as our brand
identity. Looking to convey the spirit of adventure, Pat Snavely nailed the concept in a manner I did not
expect and can’t imagine improving upon. The iconic bearded wonder gets universal raves on a daily basis,
looking devilishly stylish in every application. It has set a high standard for the company that we strive to
live up to. — Kevin McGlocklin, Foun de r of B lue b e ard C of f e e R oast e rs
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Pat Snavely
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Manual

by Manual

Loose Leaf is an ongoing self-publishing project
by Manual, a design and visual communication
studio located in San Francisco, CA . Published
annually, each edition is a carefully curated
selection of artworks by artists, designers, and
photographers. Part publication, part print
series, it exists in the form of a collection of
unbound and large-format printed art works.

The Loose Leaf logo is based upon an iconic
visual representation of the publication’s unbound format. The mark depicts two curled
leaves of paper, that also form the acronym “LL”.

Design a logo for Loose Leaf, an extension
of Manual’s ongoing interest in contemporary
visual culture. Each edition comes packaged
and ready to be installed, not stored. Leaves are
hole-punched for hanging on a wall with small
aluminum push pins that come packaged. Its
unbound format allows the viewer to edit, select,
and reshuffle images on an ongoing basis, like a
personal art gallery.

BRIEF

The Loose Leaf logo represents a labor of love—all of the time and money we’ve put into creating and
distributing our own self-initiated publication. We have a fondness for the logo like one has for a child.
— Tom Cr abt re e , C re at i v e D i re c tor of M an ual

Lindsey Couchman
SubstiTutor
A substitute teacher and private tutor based
in San Francisco, CA .
Create a logo to stand out from the sea of
tutors and subs in the Bay area. Most candidates
don’t do anything to stand out so it wasn’t too
hard to differentiate with design, Lindsey Couchman needed something that was fun and playful
to reflect the learning experience.

BRIEF

by Brent Couchman Design
Most of the time on this project was spent thinking and coming up with different associations
for school, education, etc. Once the idea came
to me, I executed it quickly and the client was
very happy.

I had a tough time choosing which designer to use for this project, but at the end of the day, I knew Brent
Couchman was the right guy for the job (I’m a little biased). As a new teacher to California, facing a tough
economy, it made a huge difference to have an identity system that stood out and set me apart from other
candidates. — Lindsey Couchman , L i n ds ay C ouc h m an S ub st i T utor
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Minimal adjustments
More cohesive appearance
Current appearance retained.

Kellogg’s

by Interbrand

The world’s leading producer of breakfast cereal
since W. K . Kellogg created the first ever corn
flake, pioneering an industry over 100 years
ago. With a wide range of products in over 180
countries, their audience is just about everyone
on the planet who eats breakfast.

Through a richer, insightful brand experience
platform we reestablished what Kellogg’s
does best: great breakfast crafted from the
goodness of grains. We stripped away unnecessary renderings or effects from the mark to
underline the genuine quality and beliefs of
Kellogg’s. Previously separated letterforms
were connected as a metaphor for the continuity
of each day. The result is a mark that complements a revitalized Kellogg’s identity, driving
choice, and shaping demand.

The Kellogg’s mark began as a symbol of
quality: a promise of genuine ingredients and
authentic goodness sealed with the signature
of the company founder. As Kellogg’s expanded
into more and more markets, this meaning lost
its way. Instead, individual product brands
increasingly took center stage. In this demoted
role the mark and masterbrand suffered inconsistencies in appearance and message. Interbrand
was challenged to refresh the Kellogg’s identity—
5. Final
to restore its importance in an ever-expanding
portfolio.
brief

Our experience working with Interbrand to create a fresh identity for Kellogg’s was tremendous for several
reasons. First, the approach was consumer-driven from start to finish. Secondly, the process leveraged
® knowledge gain. Lastly,
what we already knew and built from there, which enabled speed and incremental
it was inclusive of our local brand leaders and agency partners, which added value and buy-in. All of
these facets contributed to a rich brief that led to outstanding design work. The new system met our goal to
freshen the Kellogg’s brand in an ownable, contemporary, and relevant way for today’s consumers.
— k im m iller , senior vice p r eside n t of m arke t i n g an d g lobal b ran ds at ke llog g’ s
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E-volo Syntern GmbH

by Pakaste-Warner Design

A feisty start-up in Karlsruhe, Germany that
completed the world’s first manned flight with
an electric multicopter.

Taking cues from cinematic tones favored by the
client in their digital materials, Danny Warner
designed the product identities with their eventual translation into motion media in mind. Our
motion reveal of the VC1 logo was designed with
the intent to achieve four goals:
1. Echo the form and geometry of the rotor
action at the heart of the flying machine.
2. Communicate in a fast, memorable way
that “ VC” stands for the flight category
“ VoloCopter.”
3. Set a fast-paced and cinematic tone for
the company’s informational materials.
4. Reinforce, through the animated reveal, the
company’s position as a highly energetic,
high-tech start-up that has managed to
birth a new flight category.

The client, at first, simply desired clean,
professional product identities for their first
two flying machines. During our initial strategic
survey, we found that an extremely important
environment for the logos at this stage in the
company’s growth—beyond physical placement
on the products—involved digital presentation
environments. There were not only a powerful
tool for book-ending digital presentation
meetings and events, but also more deeply
communicated event atmosphere and pacing,
and called out important attributes that set
e-volo apart as a high-tech, highly nimble and
energetic creator of a new flight category.

BRIEF
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Danny Warner

It was an excellent experience working with Pakaste-Warner to develop the brand identities for our two
forthcoming multi-rotor flight machines. At e-volo we’re always trying to capture lightning in a bottle, and
expected great product logos. What we didn’t expect was PWD’s ability to sense the needs and possibilities
that existed beyond our initial goals for the visual design. Particularly in pushing the brand beyond its
static contexts and into the motion and mobile digital environments of our presentations, trade shows, and
media. PWD was able to quickly and beautifully set the tone for what e-volo’s flight products are about.
— Al exander Zosel, Ma r keting D i re c tor at e -volo

	see video at v i m e o.c o m / a l b u m / 1 9 5 3 3 2 6
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Kwelia

by Niko Skourtis

An online business intelligence platform
for residential real estate owners in major
urban markets. They offer real-time and userfriendly analytics based on massive rental
market datasets using a proprietary quantitative
analysis system.

Kwelia’s logo is informed by its nature as an
online platform that deals with the urban real
estate market. These key elements pointed to a
solution, based on a grid system, that refers to
pixels as well as a city grid. The heart of Kwelia’s
service is simply stated in its tagline, “ What is
the true rental value of my apartment?”, which is
abstractly illustrated by the question mark and
dollar sign that form a simple urban skyline. The
name Kwelia is derived from the Swahili word
for truth, so keeping a simple distilled aesthetic
was a priority throughout the process.

Kwelia is a a startup that faced the same
problem as many new ventures: they had a
great idea, team, and product but didn’t look the
part. Kwelia needed a graphic identity that legitimized them in the face of potential investors and
clients alike.

BRIEF
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Niko Skourtis

As a technology startup focused on innovating a rather unsexy and stodgy industry, it’s incredibly important not only to have a memorable brand, but to look damn good. Our design goals were exceeded by Niko’s
process and final product. Many will argue that energy and momentum are the two most important components to an early-stage startup. Niko’s creation captures those two elements perfectly. Every time we look
at the logo, it serves as a reminder of the problem that we are working tirelessly to solve. We look forward to
killer design being a core component of our future growth. — J oh n N joku, Fou nd e r a nd CEO o f K w e l i a
	see video at v i m e o.c o m / a l b u m / 1 9 5 3 3 2 6
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AhnLab

by Plus X

A security software provider in South Korea
specializing in industry-leading information
security solutions and services. The company
delivers a comprehensive security lineup
including proven, world-class antivirus
products for desktops and servers, mobile
security products, online transaction security
products, network security appliances, and
consulting services.

The identity, which symbolizes the core security
solution, is embodied in the image of wind, and
expresses three solutions: security technology,
security product, and security service through
the motion of the graphics. The message “Ahnlab
Security Leader” is strongly expressed in motion with the three solutions. All objects, which
represent diverse products and services, are
combined to one form, delivering the message
of the change and flow of security. All identity
keeps the same graphic motif which is based on
a combination of the tangram puzzle.

Produce an animation to show at AhnLab
Integrated Security Fair 2011.

BRIEF
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Seungwon Huh
Myungsup Shin
D e si gne r s

Junhyuck Chun
Cheonwoong Park
Junggun Park
Seewan Noh
Jiyoung Yoon

Plus X was a perfect partner to work with. They understood not only what exactly we were looking for
but also our core values. They were able to interpret this in the logo and delivered an impressive design
that can integrate with other applications (website, exhibition booth, invitation card, giveaway, etc.). We
enjoyed the creative process; Plus X brought a fresh approach to our projects and helped us break through
to the next level. We were very pleased with the experience of working with Plus X and thrilled with the
final result. — Jung Yeon Kim, Cr e at i v e D i re c tor of A h n L ab
	see video at v i m e o.c o m / a l b u m / 1 9 5 3 3 2 6
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Samsung Electronics

by Plus X

A platform brand from Samsung Electronics
that shares the latest technologies, services,
and business information with developers all
over the world. Samsung Developer Day was
held during MWC 2012 in Barcelona, Spain, for
delivering Samsung’s corporate value and core
message: “Learn, Share, Network.”

Diverse contents provided by Samsung are expressed in animation with flexible patterns. The
core messages of Developer Day: “Learn, Share,
Network” are expressed in motion graphics
based on a graphic motif. In order to maintain
the concept and identity with offline media,
space design, and all applications, the same
visual motif is used throughout. The animation
tells a story in which each pattern represents
contents developed by Samsung, is divided into
the many devices of Samsung, and is shared
through the network. The scenario is mainly
comprised of core copy messages, and the visual
artwork is based on that.

Design an identity for Samsung Developer
Day that speaks to the brand values of developing
informative content and leading users’ smart life.

BRIEF
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Sabum Byun
Seungwon Huh
Myungsup Shin
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Junhyuck Chun
Chulwhee Kim
Cheonwoong Park
Junggun Park
Jiyoung Yoon

Before this project, Samsung Developers Day had no branding or design unity. Therefore, a new
communication tool was planned for this event through branding, logo, and identity animation. Lots of
communication and cooperative work between Samsung and Plus X was made to visually expose Samsung
Developers’ brand identity. Even with a very short timeline and tight preparation schedule, the outcome
perfectly met the project’s intention, as it not only satisfied clients but also fully delivered the message to
the target audience. — Youngkyoun g L e e , M an ag e r of S am s un g E le c t ron i c s
	see video at v i m e o.c o m / a l b u m / 1 9 5 3 3 2 6
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Ptarmak

by Ptarmak

An Austin, TX , based designery that collaborates
with a handful of clients each year. They’re a
collection of behavioral analysts and cultural
contributors. Ptarmak crafts brands, designs
packaging, moves graphics, and makes things—
with all their heads, hands, and hearts.

It was a great exercise to turn on the guides
and let the movements present themselves.
Using the pieces and lines that were in the final
lockup, I extended, stretched, and exploded
them into recognizable but pre-birth forms of
their future selves. The offset solids also sparked
the idea to have them constantly in a state of
agitation—jittering as if electrons around the
nucleus of the letters PTMK .

No one asked me to do this, but I knew it
needed to be done. JR Crosby (CE- Owner) designed a new PTMK logo, and I flipped out at the
chance to get my grubby hands on that AI file.

BRIEF
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David Hobizal
Lo go D e si gne r

JR Crosby

There’s nothing more positively petrifying than staring at proof I’m working with people who are immeasurably more talented than I. Seeing something I created deconstructed so as to lay bare the evolution of that
creative act is an eerie feeling. It’s as though my intuition is the victim of voyeurism on a very deep level.
Strangest and scariest of all.., I like it. I’m not sure this isn’t the reason one hires a designer. — JR C r osby,
CEO o f Pta r ma k

	see video at v i m e o.c o m / a l b u m / 1 9 5 3 3 2 6
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bömarzo

by atipo

A new coffee and brunch cafe in Gijón, a city
of Asturias, at the north of Spain. It takes
its name from the famous Italian gardens (and
the famous novel by Mujica Láinez), and the
atmosphere reminds one of the delis found in
Northern Europe.

We created an identity mark that synthesizes
garden entrances by utilizing the letter “o”
with dieresis—also a character of Northern
European alphabets. The “ö” symbol appears
in different ways: either suggested in the images
of bömarzo products or subtly integrated into
brand messages.

The client had a limited budget but a
personal and concrete idea: to create an alternative to the typical coffee shops in town. The
goal was to set up a quiet space for reading and
conversation—similar to cafes the clients visited
in their travels through Northern Europe—while
communicating the couple’s shared love for
literature, especially the novel Bomarzo.

BRIEF

The identity of bömarzo began with atipo’s solid understanding of the focus of the project. The firm contributed an especially innovative typographic treatment that translated well to both paper and digital formats.
The work has been highly accepted by current custumers of the cafe and offers multiple possibilities for
attractive merchandizing solutions. — T e re s a F e rn án de z , C o - foun de r of Böm a r zo
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Belkin

by Wolff Olins

Recognized as the global leader in connectivity
solutions, this privately held company founded
in 1983 is the machine behind innovations
designed to give computer and consumer electronics users seamless integration. Today, Belkin
continues to provide a diverse mix of networking solutions for people all around the world.

To focus the company on the idea that tech
exists to serve people, we articulated the brand’s
purpose: people-inspired products. The new
expression inspired by this strategy—a collection
of five dots alluding to the human figure—is
named Pip. Pip symbolizes Belkin’s commitment
to take inspiration from people and acknowledges the connection between people and the
experiences they value most. The new strategy
and identity were unveiled at CES 2012, where
Belkin debuted new products across its portfolio—each featuring the company’s new identity,
and all developed based on an understanding of
how technology can make people’s lives better.

Belkin recognized that in order to increase
relevance with retailers and consumers, they
needed to shift their focus from manufacturingled to brand-led. They asked Wolff Olins to help
them define their brand purpose and create a
new brand expression and identity to carry the
brand into the twenty-first century.

BRIEF

Our objective was clear: the Belkin brand purpose needed to translate into a universally understood identity and connect with a global audience. Since we take our inspiration from people and the things they care
about, it was critical that we partnered with the right firm to help translate our message into a simple and
bold visual statement. Wolff Olins listened, reflected, and challenged our thinking every step of the way.
They pushed us beyond our comfort zone and ultimately delivered a result that was not what we expected,
but was precisely what we needed. — E rn e sto Qui n t e ros , C h i e f B ran d O f f i c e r o f b e l k i n
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Christian Butte
Jordan Crane
Jesse Davis
LA Hall
Mary Ellen Muckerman
Kate Nielsen
Mads Poulsen
Todd Simmons
Eric Wrenn

Sofa Kings Cycling Club

by Creature

A large collection of local, retired professional
bike racers who formed a riding group free from
all the obligations of a traditional racing club.

The solution was to inject some dry humor into
the club with a dash of old-school toughness.
The colors and details help the riders feel
polished, not like they’re in a midlife crisis.
The name and deconstructed vintage typography
show that these guys have paid their dues and
are ready to collect on their fun. Membership
boomed in year one, quickly signing over a
hundred riders. Kits, t-shirts, and water bottles
sold out instantly, but what really mattered was
that the team had a lot of pride in their kits and
didn’t feel like sissies in them.

Create an identity that makes the Sofa
Kings Cycling Club feel special and (frankly)
cool, without the flashiness the cycling industry
so often resorts too.

BRIEF

I’ve always had a passion for cycling, but never liked the kits I got designed from the manufacturers. They
felt like bad NASCAR. These kits are manly and not too flashy, so old guys like us feel good racing in them.
We all own the shirts, bags, and hats. It feels good to be part of the team and to show off that pride. — Da n
No rdstrom, CEO of Outdoor Rese arc h an d T e am O wn e r of Sofa K i n g s C yc li n g C lu b
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Steve Cullen
D e si gne r

Simson Chantha

Beast

by RoAndCo

A cloud hosting platform mainly used by those
in the tech world, Beast is a brand for hackers,
programmers, app builders, and tech startups.

The Beast logotype is strong, bold, and reliablelooking, while “Beast” icons refer to video games
played by the target audience as kids—like Atari
and Pac-Man. The brand achieves a look that’s
both familiar and reliable, while not taking
itself too seriously. We created an icon system,
based on basic shapes, that can be swapped and
rearranged to create several different Beasts or
Databeasts who represent the easy customization of the servers. The icons extend to business
cards that double as collectable “Beasts” and
USB drives that let the “Beasts” hang out on the
side of your computer.

Design a fun brand identity and website
that appeals to a tech-based audience. Our aim
was to attract these self-proclaimed “hip nerds”
by aligning the brand with their lifestyle while
maintaining a functional and trusted reputation.

BRIEF

In our first meeting, RoAndCo took the time to ask about our service, then asked us specifically who we
felt our target audience is. We answered: they are basically tech nerds with an appreciation for design. We
wanted the brand to to be something that a web programmer/designer would love to be associated with.
RoAndCo took the answers to these questions and produced a design that is simple and clean as well as
bold and deliberate. Beast is still in private Beta, but whenever people see the branding they are immediately
interested in hearing more about it. Basically, RoAndCo killed it! We love what they have done for Beast!
— Jo h n ny Wa hba , Founder of Be ast
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Elliott Burford
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Before

Olli Salumeria

by Miller Creative

A maker of slow-cured salumi products such as
prosciutto, guanciale, and salame, located in
Virginia. The recipes are based on 160-year-old
family recipes handed down to co-founder
Oliviero Colmignoli.

Our solution was based on the premise of
“modern Italy.” Today’s Italy is a hub of modern
design. We wanted to tap into this reality and
create a brand that was clearly connected to
tradition (scratchboard “O” logo), yet dynamic
and modern (bright, runway-inspired color
palette). We achieved this through uncluttered
layouts, beautiful photography, and a logo
with interchangeable “O”s. Small hints of the
company’s fun side come through in details like
the vanity barcodes and famous, food-related
quotes on the back of the packaging.

The client wanted to set itself apart in the
deli case, which usually features brands with traditional designs, Italian themes, and muted color
palettes. The slow-cured salumi are based on the
Italian tradition but are made entirely in the USA
with the best sustainably-raised, heritage-breed
pigs available. Co-founder Chip Vosmik wanted
Olli Salumeria to have the appeal of a fine wine
label: distinctive and refreshing, yet rich with
craftsmanship and heritage. Our challenge
was crafting a brand for a salumi company that
wanted to be thoroughly modern but was making
a very old-world, traditional salumi.

BRIEF

After two agencies failed to meet our expectations, we called upon Miller Creative to create a brand name
and identity for our salumi start-up. It was immediately clear that Yael and Reuben at Miller Creative just
“get it”. They swiftly found a way to convey the values of our salumi: a hybrid of old-school Italian salumiere and a modern American food culture of sustainably-farmed, “real” food. The beautifully rendered “O”s
by artist Roger Xavier, combined with contemporary typography and vibrant, nontraditional colors came
together to encapsulate what Olli Salumeria is all about. Bravo Miller Creative! — C h i p Vosm i k , C o -fo u nd e r
o f Ol l i Sa lumer ia
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Reuben Miller
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Studio on Fire

Before

Smith Electric Vehicles

by Strohl

The world’s leading producer of zero emissions
and zero noise commercial vehicles. The idea
of electric delivery trucks may seem quite modern, but Smith has been manufacturing them for
80 years—starting in the United Kingdom where
they sold small milk floats employed by dairies.

The resulting brandmark and logo was developed
not only as an aesthetic refresh but as a way to
communicate the passion of the company and
its employees. Tigers have long been a symbol
for power and energy—an attribute that is at the
core of Smith’s business. A tiger can draw upon
an extraordinary amount of power, using it in a
calculated and efficient manner, almost silently
(like an electric truck). The addition of the wings
takes an already powerful animal from nature
and makes it more impressive, astonishing, and
almost mythical.

Preceding this year’s IPO filing, the launch
of the second-generation of their popular
Newton model, and even the rollout of electric
school busses in New York, NY, the Smith Electric
Vehicles corporate management team initiated
a rebrand of the company that would carry it
into the next phase of their business. The client
wanted to create a new brand that was more
relatable to the public and focused on the uniqueness of their product, rather than merely being
yet another green company.

BRIEF

When President Obama spoke at Smith Electric Vehicles’ headquarters in Kansas City, MO, in 2010, he
lauded the innovative company’s investment in new technologies as well as the creation of jobs. Continuing
in this pioneering spirit, our company’s executive team initiated a rebrand of the company to unify the
brand globally and carry it into the next phase of our business. The final identity, a winged tiger, communicates the core values of the company: innovation, impact, and unity. — A nge l a St r a nd, C h i e f M a r k e t i ng
Officer a nd Vice Pr esident of Gov e rn m e n t A f fai rs an d B us i n e s s D e v e lopm e n t o f S m i t h E l e c t r i c V e h i c l e s
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Christine Celic Strohl
Eric Janssen Strohl

The Slanted Door

by Manual

A restaurant that has defined modern Vietnamese food in San Francisco, CA , since 1995. Led by
award-winning chef Charles Phan, The Slanted
Door is situated in the Ferry Building overlooking the San Francisco Bay.

We developed a logo and associated visual
language that is as modern and sophisticated
as The Slanted Door’s food. The resulting mark
references the “slanted” aspect of the name
and utilizes a single line to bring a distinct and
memorable element to the identity. Family is
a core value of The Slanted Door Group, and
this unifying line conveys the notion of that
connection. A supporting monogram, bearing
resemblance to a nautical flag, is used as a signoff—a fitting connotation given the restaurant’s
location at the water’s edge. This monogram is
used on branded items, and to represent the
umbrella company, The Slanted Door Group.

The previous Slanted Door brandmark didn’t
live up to the sophistication of the brand, and
lacked character. Charles Phan tasked us to create
an identity that combined simplicity and sophistication with a contemporary edge. We worked
closely with the Phan family to identify the values
and personality traits of the restaurant before
undertaking a redesign of the identity.

BRIEF

Creating a new identity for The Slanted Door was quite a challenge. I didn’t want it to look typically “ Vietnamese” nor did I want the logo to reference a door of any kind. Manual’s elegant solution was to create a
simple typographic logo with a diagonal line element that gave the logo a unique, memorable twist. They
cleverly introduced a subtle “slanted” aspect by designing menus and cards that folded at an angle. Every
detail of the branding is considered and speaks of quality. — C h arle s P h an , fo u nd e r o f T h e S l a nt e d D o o r
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Asian Art Museum

by Wolff Olins

A catalyst for discovery and inspiration with
a vision and mission centered on the viewer,
located in San Francisco, CA . By having Asia
as the lens and art as the cornerstone, its goal
is to lead a global audience in discovering the
achievements of Asian art and culture.

Working closely with the museum’s team, we
created a new brand strategy and visual identity
across all aspects of the visitor journey to connect cultures, time, and works of art to “Awaken
the past, inspire the next.” Using the brand
strategy as a foundation we created a bold
and provocative brand identity for the museum.
The new logo, an upside down “A ,” signifies
their commitment to offer a fresh, creative
perspective on a collection spanning 6,000
years. As the mathematical symbol “for all,”
the logo also tells the world that the museum
has something to say and to show.

Revitalized with an ambitious new director
and vision, the Asian Art Museum came to Wolff
Olins with a challenge: create a new brand to
reinvent the museum and engage a broader
audience.

BRIEF

We hired Wolff Olins in January 2010 to assist the museum with our rebranding efforts. Wolff Olins was a
delight to work with and, despite having to work with numerous internal stakeholders, the process was very
smooth. We are extremely pleased with our new brand idea—Awaken the past, inspire the next—which is
spot on in terms of the museum’s artistic vision. Our staff now rallies around the brand idea and uses it as
a guiding principle for our work. Our new identity system and guidelines have also been well received and
have enabled us to create fresh materials that reflect our new brand. — A m i Tse ng, A sso c i at e D i r e c to r o f
Mark eting a nd Communications of A s i an A rt M us e um
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Alzheimer’s Australia

by Interbrand, Sydney

The peak body since 1989 providing funding
for research and support for those affected by
Alzheimer’s disease in Australia. Alzheimer’s
Australia is a federated business with independent boards in every state and a national board
with members from each state.

We knew we had to embed a fighting spirit at
the heart of the brand in order to galvanize all
Australians around the cause, but to only speak
of the fight would not be appropriate to all
audiences. The brand must be flexible enough
to handle a variety of messages, and speak to
sufferers, carers, the public, and the government. The brand features a flexible logo that
changes and evolves to communicate different
messages—like an ongoing conversation. Using
two colors and often just four words, we communicate the name of the organization, highlight a
problem, and feature a strong call to action.

Our brief was to turn the unspoken into
the unforgettable: by 2030, Alzheimer’s Disease
will kill more Australian’s than cancer, and there
is no cure. Few Australians know this, and the
Australian Government doesn’t even recognize
it as a chronic disease. Although it’s Australia’s
third biggest killer, Alzheimer’s Disease is
merely 104th in the donations ranking. Research
has shown that to stand a chance of receiving
substantial and consistent donations, an organization needs to be in the top ten. Visionary
CEO, Glenn Reese, put the brief best when he
said, “Let’s put a bloody great big bomb under
the problem.”

BRIEF

Interbrand was commissioned by Alzheimer’s Australia to help the organization achieve the following
goal: Become a “Top 10 not-for-profit organization in Australia by 2020.” From the very beginning and
throughout the entire process, Interbrand was engaging and enthusiastic about their work. The resulting
brand has changed the entire organization and the way the public views and engages with Alzheimer’s
Australia. The brand was launched with a march on Parliament House on October 13, 2011, as part of the
Fight Dementia Campaign. The new brand, Interbrand’s work, is a game-changer for the organization.
— An dre w Mills, Gener a l Ma nage r of A lz h e i m e r’ s Aust rali a
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Most selections: Academy of Art University

Even though the Brand New Awards welcome student work across all
categories this year saw a steep decline in student entries, attracting
less than half of 2010’s 81 submissions. Not only was the amount lower
but the quality of the work was far less competitive and due to the small
206

amount of winners, all student entries have been grouped together in a
single section. Sadly, this may be the last year student work is accepted.
While judges grumbled about the lack of concept and execution across
all entries they were in collective agreement that Traklin, a fictional
television channel for men, by Roy Sturdy stood out among all the student
entries and could even compete against the professional-level work in
the Logo and Identity Animations category for which it was submitted.

j u dg es ’ co m m ents
o n best o f cate gory

This is a great example of the “pedagogical”
identity program that teaches you something.
More branding programs should aspire to this
approach. In this case some of the basics of men’s
style—apropos for a channel for the modern
businessman. — an dre w b lauv e lt

This is inventive and spot-on appropriate to the
viewership target. Dynamic geometry, captivating
motion, and the musicality of patterns elevated this
entry as the best student work of the competition.
— e l l e n gl a ssm a n

I love how such a simple kit of parts gave
rise to such a flexible and distinct identity.

Another one that put a smile on my face. A simple
idea, but so nicely executed. Not only once, but
several times, and all true to the original idea.

— b r ett w i c ke n s

— M i c h i e l Sc h r i e v e r

Traklin

by Roy Sturdy

A fictional television channel for “The Modern
Businessman.” The channel, whose name is
Hebrew for “lounge,” features a variety of shows
that combine a world of business and economy
with a world of design and fashion.

I approached the process with the thought of
creating something that is elegant, informative,
and minimalist. The whole design is based on an
equilateral triangle: lines create the wordmark
and all of the icons incorporated in the branding
are based on those specific lines and angles. The
minimalism is also apparent in the monochromatic color palette.

Create the logo and design language for
a channel that is aimed at men but differentiates
itself from competitive channels that revolve
around sex, cars, and sports with a more sophisticated edge.

BRIEF
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The project was to design packaging for a TV channel of choice. The channel’s narrative, target audience, and
broadcasted programs needed to be researched. The student then had to design a logo and identity animation
for the channel. Roy’s work for “Traklin” channel managed to convey the message accurately and stay true
to the nature of the channel. This is an example of excellent motion graphics work—in conjunction with good
timing and matching sound—that help the viewer experience the feeling the channel should convey. — E r a n
Stern , Hea d of Motion Gr a phics S pe c i ali z at i on at S h e n kar

	see video at v i m e o.c o m / a l b u m / 1 9 5 3 3 2 6
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Bird Brain

by Jenna Rushing

A fun, internet-based company that provides
designer, decorative, recycled, elegant, and
functional bird feeders, fire-pots, and other
garden accessories to a varied clientele. The
customers of Bird Brain enjoy nature and
beauty in the world; they are laid back, quirky,
fun-loving people who enjoy design.

First, I researched the client: I found out more
about their products, sales strategy, audience,
message, the features of their products, and,
most importantly, what makes their product
different from their competitors. After research
I created a client brief: I made a mind map
working with words like “idea,” “brain,” “bird,”
and “birdbrain.” The main idea that kept reoccurring was when someone is referred to as
being birdbrained—meaning that they are acting
brainless. After many sketches and deliberation
with my teacher, Josh Ege, I decided to place the
exclamation mark inside of the brain, so it looks
like there is a void in the bird’s head.

Research what Bird Brain is about and
develop a logo that will best represent the
company and appeal most to their audience.

BRIEF

By taking a popular slang term and thinking of it in a new way Jenna shows that great ideas can come from
anywhere. The exclamation filling the empty brain showcases the excitement the audience has for the birds,
bird watching, and gardening. — J os h E g e , I n st ruc tor at T e x a s A & M

Hue

by Vanessa Wainwright

A conceptual product line geared towards
broadening the audience’s understanding of
color theory. Using authentic color pigments
and materials Hue brings the audience back
to the essence of how to use color. This product
is marketed towards the developing artist of
every generation.

The concept for the Hue wordmark was for it to
look as though it was created using any artistic
material. After experimenting with an upper
and lowercase variation of the wordmark, I
intentionally chose to move forward with the
upper and lowercase composition to convey an
empowering brand. The final mark remained
black, adding emphasis to its strong line weight
and simple structure. Overall, the Hue wordmark reflects a bold product through its simple
composition and strong presence.

Create an organic and simple logo that is
more sophisticated than Crayola but less technical
than Prismacolor.

BRIEF

Vanessa developed a major, self-defined design investigation based on the practice of communication
design. She independently guided her project through a process that lead to results in which the message
for the intended audience is clear. That process required research, understanding of professional practice,
independent thinking, collaboration, and risk taking. — Dan i e lle G ag li an o, I nst r u c to r at M i lwau k e e I nst i tute o f Ar t & Design
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Elliott Pharmacy

by Yooin Cho

A drugstore similar to Walgreens or CVS, located
in the Gramercy neighborhood of New York, NY.

I chose to create an identity for Elliott Pharmacy.
I used imagery from the periodic table of elements to design a monogram, logo, the interior
of the store, packaging, and an iPad application.
The components of the medications, represented visually as molecules, are informative
and entertaining.

Rebrand a store in the Gramercy area of
New York, NY.

BRIEF

Yooin’s proposal for the redesign of a previously unremarkable New York City pharmacy surprised us with
its perfectly pitched mix of refreshing simplicity and sophistication that still feels friendly and human at
the same time. She created an identity with just the right amount of useful design elements, which would be
cohesive in a real store environment, but not repetitive. — J uli a H of f m an n an d B r i gi t ta B u nga r d, i nst r u c to r s
at Sch o ol of Visua l Ar ts
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SuSea

by Yen Yeh

A campaign launched by Greenpeace Japan
that encourages people to change their seafood
eating habits and choose sustainable seafood
in order to safeguard our ocean resources.
Decades of destructive fishing practices, people’s
appetite, and unsustainable fish farming have
led to a threatening decline in available seafood
supplies.

In order to understand how I could use the
power of design to solve the ocean crisis I
gathered information about the ocean situation,
interviewed ocean scientists, conducted several
group surveys, and discussed one–on–one with
advisors. SuSea is more than a master’s thesis:
it is a healthy, sustainable lifestyle—a vision for
the future. “Everyone can use informed, sustainable seafood choices to achieve a better future,”
is the uniting concept throughout all the final
deliverables: SuSea products, SuSea on wheels,
SuSea headquarters and suseatoday.com.

SuSea is about creating a better life for
healthy people and the marine ecosystem by
choosing sustainable seafood. SuSea creates harmony between humans and nature by connecting
a healthy lifestyle with a better quality of life for
the ocean. This identity program includes logo
standards, promotional items, and future uses
for SuSea.

BRIEF

The primary goal of Yen’s thesis project was to create a campaign about sustainable seafood that would
be both highly educational and visually engaging. To achieve this, she developed a design system that
presented a narrative about sustainable seafood in an unexpected, fun, and informative way. Simple,
impactful infographics, silhouetted photography, and bold, friendly typography worked together to create
a visually cohesive campaign with a compelling message. — L aura M i lton , D e si gn I nst r u c to r at Ac a d e m y o f
Art Un iv er sity

Yen Yeh is a diligent, hard working student. She couldn’t have chosen a better topic for her thesis. It is not
only a subject she is personally connected to (her parents are in the seafood business), but also a very
timely subject for the society we live in today. The creative process to get to the final logo was punishing. She went through hundreds of symbol sketches and countless rounds of refinement to get to the final
realization. I couldn’t be more proud of her effort. Where she landed is solid and on point. — J u nko M a e gawa ,
In stru ctor at Aca demy of Ar t U n i v e rs i t y
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Tap Water Campaign

by Witek Gottesman

A project that wasn’t made for a particular
institution, but designed to be potentially used
by any municipal body or NGO that deals with
environment protection. The target group was
all citizens of Warsaw, Poland.

The campaign, titled straight-forwardly “ You
can drink,” has two major parts. The first is meant
to tease the viewer. It consists of illustrated
characters of a glass and a bottle accompanied
by a bold headline copy. It’s meant to entertain
and intrigue the viewer. Most of the materials
are designed on white background to emphasize
clarity and a scientific approach. The second
part is all about information. Materials like
info-graphics and ideograms communicate
the advantages of tap water. A custom headline
typeface, a set of icons, a collection of illustrated
characters, and the logotype are among the
graphical elements of the campaign.

Tap water in Warsaw, Poland is suitable
for drinking but most people don’t know about
it. For my graduation project I chose to design a
social campaign aimed at spreading awareness.
The subject of my project is also meant to serve
as a design statement. I believe that designers
should pay more attention to down-to-earth
problems instead of troubling themselves with
abstract and bombastic subjects.

BRIEF

Witek’s graduation project represents a successful attempt at popularizing the idea of tap water consumption.
It’s not an easy task to fight prejudices, habits, and lack of correct information. His campaign’s clarity,
aesthetic, and methodology help relieve any potential misgivings. The series of informational signs is transparent and understandable to the average consumer. To underline the cleanliness that represents water,
the PSA maintains an element of simplicity in presentation and color. The illustrations speak to the Polish
sense of humor. I greatly appreciate this project, especially because of its differing visual identity compared
to pre-existing PSA efforts. — P rof e s sor L e c h M aje ws ki , Wars aw Ac ade m y of F i ne A r ts
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Members Only

by Dara Weinberg

A clothing brand specializing in signature
bomber jackets that was popular in the 1980s.

Researching Members Only I found very little
information about the brand’s beginnings or
any extensions beyond the ubiquitous jacket.
This shroud of secrecy, coupled with the
brand’s original goal of embodying the essence
of exclusivity and cool, informed my rebranding
concept. Taking a slightly satirical approach,
I re-imagined Members Only as an opulent
gentlemen’s club and secret society. I did
extensive research on exclusive country clubs
and secret societies such as Skull and Bones
and the Freemasons. The secret coded language
implemented by the Freemasons inspired me to
create my own glyph-based alphabet, decipher able by a key.

The assignment was to create a new identity for a dead, dying, or defunct brand. Students
were encouraged to consider the essence, or
soul, of their chosen brand, and use that to
re-imagine it in an entirely new way. The final
deliverable was in the form of a book.

BRIEF

Dara chose to focus on the idea of exclusivity of Members Only rather than any ersatz fashion cues. This
enabled her to craft a brand full of mystery and intrigue that extends well beyond chintz windbreakers:
she chose to tell the story of Members Only through the lens of a secret society and opted for extensions and
expressions based on this idea, which included a fully fleshed-out coded alphabet. This angle enables her
to show not only her deft hand at a formal execution but also her abilities as a storyteller, copywriter, and
conceptual thinker. In the end, she delivered a beautiful book, website, and brand that is leaps and bounds
beyond the typical logo-on-a-mug style rebranding project. — H un t e r W i m m e r , I nst r u c to r at Ac a d e m y o f
Art Un iv er sity
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Stetson

by Nicole R. Ryan

A brand that has been an iconic symbol
associated with the Wild West and the American
cowboy since the mid nineteenth century. During
a time when a hat was an integral part of a man’s
wardrobe, Stetson was synonymous with quality
and style.

From the beginning, John B. Stetson wasn’t
solely concerned with making better hats, he
was equally interested in making better men.
Stetson’s new mission returns to the essence
of John B.’s original goal: to arm the ambitious
man with the confidence to determine his own
fate. Capable, confident, and in control are
qualities the brand instills in its clientele.
Targeting men on the way up, Stetson doesn’t
question how you get there. The end result is
a brand with both edge and sophistication.
Stetson no longer sells hats; it sells services
and a lifestyle for those who can afford it.

Stetson’s current reliance on the rugged
American persona has limited its potential and
their products have become convoluted and unoriginal. The challenge was to elevate the brand
into new territories and re-establish Stetson’s
strong sense of identity for the modern man.

BRIEF

Nicole chose to take on Stetson, the iconic American hat brand, during an era in which men’s hats usually
include sports-team logos. Given Stetson’s history and panache she saw Stetson as not simply a maker of
hats but a maker of men—and she recast the soul of her brand as one of modern masculinity. This opened
new doors for an otherwise defunct brand. Although the newly crafted mark has the visual hallmarks
of a pre-war brand, the way in which she brought the brand to life—through her own photography and
storytelling—is a contemporary approach. A few months after the close of the semester, Nicole received
a cease-and-desist letter from Stetson who were concerned about brand infringement. They apparently
mistook her student project for a professional-level endeavor that might otherwise infringe on their existing
brand equity. Looking at her project side-by-side with the current Stetson brand however, it doesn’t simply
infringe, but usurps it. Thank goodness for the concept of “academic fair use.” — H u nt e r W i m m e r , I nst r u c to r
at Acad e my of Ar t Univer sity
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Oklahoma City Thunder

by Preston Grubbs and Asha Pollard

An NBA franchise in Oklahoma City, OK . The
audience is families who want an exciting, fastpaced, sports entertainment experience.

We wanted to create a new identity that would
connect fans to the team, put fans in the seats,
and draw on the rich history and future of
Oklahoma City. We took inspiration from history
but also looked towards the future of the city to
create a mark that is deeply rooted in the past
yet looking towards the future. Our solution creates a fun connection with fans and establishes
a brand that fans can relate to—and a team they
are excited to support.

Rebrand the Thunder, an NBA team, to
help connect the fans to the team. Oklahoma
City has a rich history that is not shown through
the current identity. The current branding and
identity does not allow much of a connection to
the team, the fan, or the city.

BRIEF

Of primary importance in this class is the need for students to tell a compelling story that connects to a fan
base in an engaging, emotionally relevant manner. With the help of comprehensive research, development
of a brand strategy, a bit of creative writing, and an iterative design process (sketches, sketches, and more
sketches!), Preston and Asha developed a brand identity that not only spoke directly to their target audience,
but presented their professional sports product in an entirely new and different way. — J o h n H a r t w e l l ,
In stru ctor at Por tfolio Center
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